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Foreword

As it has in other regions of the world, the class
struggle is today unfolding and intensifying in
Europe around the issue of debt. The debt crisis
has struck the United States and the UI(, that is,
those coun tries in which the latest financial
catastrophe and, more important, neoliberalism
itself originated.
The debtor-creditor relationship-the subject
of this book-intensifies mechanisms of exploita
tion and domination at every level of society, for
within it no distinction exists between workers and
the unemployed, consumers and producers,
working and non-working populations, retirees
and welfare recipients. Everyone is a '�debtor,"
accountable to and guilty before capital. Capital
has become the Great Creditor, rhe Universal
Creditor As the current "crisis" leaves no room to
doubt property remains one of the major political
.
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stakes of neoliberalism, since the creditor-debtor
relationship is a product of power relations between
owners (of capital) and non-owners (of capital).
Through public debt entire societies become
indebted. Instead of preventing "inequalities," the
latter exacerbates them. It is high time we call these
inequalities, simply, "class differences."
The economic and political illusions of the last
forty years have one by one fallen away, rendering
neoliberal policies all the more brutal. The "new
economy," the information and knowledge societies,
have all been absorbed by the debt economy. In
those democracies that triumphed over commu
nism, just a handful of people (certain functionaries
at the IMF, the European Central Bank, d,e EU, and
a few politicians) now decide for everyone according
to the interests of a minority. The debt economy has
deprived the immense majority of Europeans of
political power, which had already been diminished
through the concessions of representative democracy.
It has deprived them of a growing share of the wealth
that past struggles had wrested ft'om capitalist accu
mulation. And, above all, it has deprived them of the
future, that is, of time, time as decision-making,
choice, and possibility.
The series of financial crises has violently
revealed a subjective figure that, while already
present, now occupies the entirety of public space:
me "indebted man." The subjective achievements
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neoliberalism had promised ("everyone a shareholder,
everyone an owner, everyone an entrepreneur") have
plnnged us into the existential condition of the
indebted man, at once responsible and gnilry for
his particnlar fate. The present essay offers an
exploration and genealogy of the economic and
subjective production of indebted man.
Since the last financial crisis following the
dot-corn bust, capitalism has abandoned the epic
narratives it had constructed around the "conceprual
types" of the entrepreneur, the creative visionary,
and the independent worker, "proud of being his
own boss." By pursuing their personal interests
alone, these types supposedly work for the good of
all. The dedication, subjective motivation, and the
work on the self preached by management since the
1980s have become an injunction to take upon
oneself the costs and risks of the economic and
financial disaster. The population must take charge
of everything business and the Welfare State
"externalize" onto society, debt tlrst of all.
According to business leaders, the media, politi
cians, and experts, the causes ofthe current situation
are not to be found in the fiscal and monetary
policies that have deepened deficits and trans
ferred enormous wealth to business and the rich.
Nor are they to be found in the series of tlnancial
crises which, after having all but vanished in the
immediate postwar period, are now recurrent,
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leading to the extortion of enormous amounts of
money from the population to avoid a so-called
"systemic" crisis. For all these amnesiacs, the true
causes of the repeated crises lie in the excessive
demands of the governed (especially those of
Southern Europe), who want nothing more than
to laze about, and in the corruption of the elites,
who, in reality, have always had a hand in the
international division of labor and power.
The neoliberal power bloc cannot and does not
want to "regulate" the "excesses" of finance
because its political program continues to be
based on the cboices and decisions that brought
us the latest crisis. Instead, with its threat of
sovereign debt default, it seeks to follow through
on a program it has been fantasizing about since
the 1970s: reduce wages to a minimum, cut social
services so that the Welfare State is made to serve
its new "beneflciaries"-business and the rich
and privatize everything.
We lack the theoretical tools, concepts, and
vocabulary that would allow us to analyze not only
finance but the economy of debt, whicb at once
encompasses and goes beyond finance and its
politics of subjection.
In the present book, we are going to draw on
Deleuze and Guattari's return to the creditor
debtor relation in Anti-Oedipus. Published in
1972, it anticipates at a theoretical level the shift
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Capital would later make in fact. Through our
readings of Nietzsche's Genealogy ofMorality and
Marx's theoq of money, it will help us revive two
hypotheses. The first, that the paradigm of the
social lies not in exchange (economic and!or
symbolic) bnt in credit. There is no equality (of
exchange) underlying social relations, but rather
an asymmetry of debt! credit, which precedes,
historically and theoretically, that of production
and wage labO!'. The second hypothesis, that debt
represents an economic relationship inseparable
from the production of the debtor subject and his
"
mora I'1ty. " The debt economy cornb'llles "WOI'I(
on the self" and labor, in its classical sense, such
that (ethics" and economics function conjointly.
The modern notion of "economy» covers both
economic production and the production of
subjectivity. Traditional categories rooted in 19th
and 20th-centnty revolutions--Iabor, society, and
politics-are now informed and in large measure
have been redefined by debt. It is therefore necessaq
to venture into enemy territory to analyze the debt
economy and the production of indebted man in
order to construct the theoretical weapons for the
struggles to come. For far from ending, the crisis is
more than likely to spread.

UNDERSTANDING DEBT AS
THE BASIS OF SOCIAL LIFE

This isn't a crisis, it's highway robbery.
-Protestors at Puerta del Sol

This isn't a rescue, it's a sell-off.
-A Greek union member

Credit brings

us

back to a situation characteristic of

feudalism, in which a portion of labor is owed in
advance,

as

seiflabor, to the feudal lord.

-Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects

On October 12, 2010, UNEDIC,l which collects
unemployment taxes on wages and provides aid
to the unemployed as well as to precarious and
seasonal workers, etc., published the following
press release:
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UNEDIC is pleased

to

announce that its long

and short-term ratings have been issued by three
ratings agencies, Fitch (AAA/FI+), Moody's
(AANP-i), and Standard & POOfS (AAA/A-I+).
The ratings review began following the meeting
of the board of directors on July 29 and ended on
October

8,

20 I O. The excellent ratings will allow

UNEDIC to carry out its financing plan and
therefore guarantee continuity in the payment of
unemployment benefits. On September 10,
2010, the latest technical budget forecast for
unemployment insurance showed UNEDIC's
total debt approaching 13 billion euros by
December 2011.

How is it that ratings activity and trading opera
tions carried out in the plush offices of banks
and investment institutions have an effect on
unemployed, precarious, seasonal, occasional,
and temporary workers?
Well, UNEDIC regularly posts deficits. First
of all, because of the drop in revenue due mainly
to tax brealrs on employers (the French Treasury
exempts 22 billion euros in employer contribu
tions every year in the name of the government's
"jobs policy"). Second, because taxes on preca
rious, occasional, and temporary labor cannot
cover the costs of compensation. With the explo
sion of "precarious') work (short-term, occasional,
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seasonal, temporary} advantageous to business,
the compensation system is now "structurally" in
the red.
Rather than raising employer tax rates,
UNEDIC-as any self-respecting business
would-has borrowed money by issuing bonds
on financial markets. In December 2009, it bor
rowed 4 billion euros, then 2 billion more in
February 2010. Financial institutions rushed in
to buy them and in less than an hour all the
bonds had been sold. Investors' appetite is easy
to understand, of course. International ratings
agencies (the same that have given low ratings to
Ireland, Greece, Portugal, and Spain, causing spikes
in interest rates, effectively imposing austerity
budgets on the countries; the same that gave top
ratings to "toxic securities," the primary cause of
the subprime crisis; the same that gave good
grades to corporations guilty of embezzlement
like Enron; the same that failed to see the latest
financial crisis coming) have given, as the press
release puts it, "excellent ratings" and a "guarantee"
to investors.
Thus, in order to "save the system" of com
pensation from "default" (the threat is always the
same), the logic of finance must be introduced
into a private institution-although one serving
the "public interest" like UNEDIC-with the
following consequences:
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1) The interest rate applied on the 6 billion euro
loan is around 3%, which means that unemployment
taxes have now become a new source of revenue
for financial institutions, pension funds, and banks.
If Moody's lowers its rating, as it has recendy done
for Ireland, Greece, and Portugal, UNEDIC's
borrowing rate rises and then finance takes a still
larger draw on tax revenue, which in turn decreases
the availability of funds for welfare programs.
2) The three agencies' ratings inevitably weigh
on negotiations over unemployment insurance
accords, which determine the duration and
amount of compensation for the following three
years. In order to maintain good ratings, unions
and employers must act in accordance with the
demands of ratings agencies rather than with
those of the unemployed, since interest is tied to
the ratings.
3) Due to their "power of evalnation," the
agencies have entered into managing unemployment
insurance. The co-managemenl of insurance, which
had been guaranteed by unions and employer
associations, has been opened to private investors
who now have their word to say. Agencies' "evalu
ation" has become part of the general evaluation
of the "health," "efficiency," and "profitability" of
unemployment insurance. During protests in
Frauce involving intermittent workers as well as
those of the unemployed in winter 1997/1998,
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both groups attempted to break the union
employer duopoly in order to bring "precarious"
workers poorly represented by unions into the
management of unemployment insurance. The
unions, however, think and act solely in the
defense of full-time wage-earners' rights. The
demand to make management over insurance
coffers more democratic came to naught.
Meanwhile, "industrial capitalists," insurance
capitalists, and the State have quietly brought
financial capitalists into the game.
All the terms ofUNEDIC's loan are not known.
We can only hope that the rates are less "usurious"
than tllOse agreed upon by local governments,
which, unable to turn to the national government
for aid, have had to turn to financial markets. The
debt of French administrative regions and depart
ments has risen 50% since 200 I. One example
among others: On February 9, 201 1 , tl,e depart
mental government of Seine-Saint-Denis decided to
sue three banks (Depfa, Calyon, Dexia) wim which
it had so-called toxic loans in order to have them
invalidated. On January 1 , 2011, Seine-Saint-Denis
debt reached 952.7 million euros, 71.7% of which
was toxic. In all, the department had subscribed to
63 toxic loans. The same financial products were
sold to numerous other local governments. They
were tied to highly volatile indexes wim the potential
for major hikes in interest payments. As an elected
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official put it to the press, "The initial rate, over
three years, was 1 .47%. It is now 24.20%, which
comes to a jump of 1.5 million euros a year, nearly
the cost of a daycare center.')
The amounts from unemployment fuuds and
local government revenue going to creditors make
up only a tiny portion of the mouey drawn each
year by international finance on the income of the
national population.
In France, interest payments on national debt
rose to 50 billion euros in 2007. It is the second
highest item in the French budget after education
and before defense. Each year it swallows up nearly
all income tax revenue.2
The deepening national debt is one of the
principal results of neoliberal policies, which have
sought, since the mid-1 970s, to transform the
financing structure of Welfare-State spending. The
most significant laws, then, adopted by every
European government and included in various
European treaties, have been those prohibiting
central banks from coining money to ease public
debt. Local governments, like all Welfare State
services, can no longer be financed in this way but
must instead appeal to "financial marl<ets." This is
what is called "Central Bank independence,"
which, translated into normal language, means in
practice a dependence on markets, since these laws
mal<e it necessary to turn to private creditors and
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submit to the conditions dictated by shareholders,
bondholders, and the other owners of securities.
Before the laws, the State could seek interest-free
financing through the central bank and pay its
debt back as revenue came in. It has been estimated
that interest payments on debt since 1974 (when
the French government began having to seek market
financing) total nearly 1.2 trillion euras out of a
total 1.64 trillion in public debt. Debt interest
reveals the extent to which rnarkets have been able
to plunder the population over rhe last forty years.
The "capture" of valne also affects businesses.
Neoliberal policies have transformed them into
mere financial assets as they "pay more money to
their shareholders than their shareholders pay out.'"
Consumption, which makes up rhe largest
share of GDP in developed countries (in the US it
comes to 70%), is another major source of creditor
"revenue." In rhe US, the largest family pntchases
(a house, a car and maintenance, education
expenses) are made on credit. But consumption
runs on debt even for everyday purchases, quite
often paid for with a credit card. In the US and the
UK, the level of household debt relative to dis
posable income is, respectively, 120% and 140%.
The subprime crisis showed that credit card debt is
part of the great mass of securitized credit (debt
transformed into negotiable securities), along with
real estate, automobile, and student loans.
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Through consumption, we maintain an
unwitting relationship with the debt economy.
We carry within us the creditor-debtor relation-in
our pockets and wallets, encoded in the magnetic
strip on our credit cards. Indeed, this little strip
of plastic hides two seemingly harmless operations:
the

automatic

institution of the credit relation,

which thereby establishes

permanent

debt. The

credit card is the simplest way to transform its
owner into a permanent debtor, an "indebted
man" for life.4

I

I
,

"
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WHY A DEBT ECONOMY AND NOT A FINANCE ECONOMY?

Through the simple mechanism of interest, colossal
sums are transferred from the population, business,
and the Welfare State to creditors. This is why
Gabriel Ardent argued as early as the 1970s that
the flnancial system, in the same way as rhe money
and credit systems, is a "power mechanism of
exploitation." The so-called "real" economy and
business are but aspects of the capitalist process of
valorization, accumulation, and exploitation: "On
closer examination, rhe flnancial system is perhaps
lllore oppressive."5 Credit is "one of the most
effective instruments of exploitation man has
managed to create, since certain people, by pro
ducing credit, are able to appropriate the labar
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and wealth of others."6 What the media calls
"speculation" represents a machine for capturing
and preying on surplus value in conditions created
by modern-day capitalist accumulation, conditious
in which it is impossible to distiuguish reut from
profit. The process coverting control over capiral
production and property, which began in Marx's
time, is now complete. The "actually functioning
capitalisr," as Marx noted long ago, is transformed
Into "a mere manager, in charge of other people's
capital," and "the capital owner"7 into a financial
capitalist or rentier. Finance, banks, and institutional
investors are not mere speculators but the (repre
sentatives of) "owners" of capital, whereas those who
were once "industrial capitalists," the entrepreneurs
who risked their own capital, have been reduced to
the "functionaries" ("wage-earners') or those paid in
company stock) of financial valorization.
We must therefore remove all moral connota
tions from the notion of rent. The euthanasia of
the rentier, his eviction from the economy, con
trary to what Keynes had in mind, which was that
it become rhe watchword of capitalist restructuring
following the 1929 crisis, would not mean the
euthanasia of "speculation" but of capitalism itsel£
It would mean rhe death of private property and
patrimony, the two political mainstays of neoliberal
economies. All of modern-day capitalist accnmu
lation is, moreover, comparable to rent. The real
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estate market, the continual rise in housing prices,
constitutes a kind of rent (and what rent it is, espe
cially in the US!), in the same way we pay a rent for
intellectual property each time we buy a product
covered by copyright. Still, we should not get
bogged down in mere denunciation.
Reducing finance to its speculative function
neglects its political role as representative of "social
capital" (Marx), which industrial capitalists will not
and cannot concede, as well as its function as
"collective capitalist" (Lenin), which, through
governmental practices, bears on society as a
whole. It also neglects the "productive" function of
finance, its ability to make profits. The share of total
corporate profits from American financial, insur
ance, and real estate companies nearly matched in
the 1980s and exceeded in the 1990s the share from
manufacturing. In England, finance is the leading
sector of the economy.
Moreover, it is ilnpossible to separate finance
from production, since the former is an integral
part of every sector of the economy. Finance,
industly, and the tertiary sector work in symbiosis.
The automobile industry. to take but one example,
functions entirely on credit mechanisms (loans,
leasing, etc.). Consequently, General Motors'
business is just

as

much automobile production

as-and perhaps even more so---consumer credit,
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which is indispensable to the sales of its products to
consumers. In other words, we are in an historic

period in which finance is consubstantial with all
types of production of goods and services.8

In neoliberalism, what we reductively call
"finance" is indicative of the increasing force of
the creditor-debtor relationship. Neoliberalism
has pushed for the integration of monetary,
banking, and financial systems by using techniques
revelatory of its aim of maldng the creditor-debtor
relationship a cenrerpiece of politics. For integra
tion clearly reflects a power relation based on
property. In the current crisis, the relation
between owners (of capital) and non-owners (of
capital) has expanded its hold over all other
social relations.
One of these neoliberal techniques is "securiti
zation."9 Since the passage of a law sponsored by
the Socialist Pierre Beregovoy in 1988 in France,
securitization has made it possible to transform
debt into tradable securities on the financial
marker. What is called financialization represents
less a form of investment financing!O than an
enormous mechanism for managing private and
public debt and, rherefore, the creditor-debtor
relation, through methods of securitization.
Consequently, rather than speak of finance, it is
more accurate to speak of "debt') and "interest."
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We do not intend here to analyze "finance," its
internal mechanisms, the logic guiding traders'
decisions, etc., but rather the relation between
creditor and debtor. In other words, contrary to
what economists, journalists, and other "experts"
never tire of repeating, nnance is not an excess of
speculation that must be regulated, a simple capi
talist functiou ensuring investment. Nor is it an
expression of the greed and rapaciousness of
"human nature" which must be rationally mas
tered. It is, rather, a power relation. Debt is
finance from the point of view of the debtors who
have to repay it. Interest is finance from the point
of view of creditors, security-holders who guarantee
they benefit from debt.
Politically, the debt econom y seems to be a more
appropriate term than finance or financialized
economy, not to mention financial capitalism,
since with it one can straigbtaway understand
what is at stal{e: The debt that the Greeks, Irish,
Portuguese, English, and Icelanders do not want
to repay and against which they have been
protesting over the last several months; the debt
that legitimizes the increase in British university
tuition and has provoked violent clashes in London;
the debt that justifies cutting off 800 euros per
family in the VK in order to reestablish a balanced
budget in the aftermath of the financial crisis; the
debt that calls for budget cuts in education in
.
,

I'
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Italy and which Roman students have risen up to
oppose; the debt that cuts social services, financing
of the arts, unemployment and basic welfare
benefits in France and, with a new stability pact, in
all of Europe.
Now that we have established that the current
crises are not the result of some kind of uncoupling
of finance and production, of the so-called
('virtual" and the "real" economy, but are instead
indicative of the balance of power between creditors
and debtors, we shall now examine the growing
hold of debt on neoliberal politics.

MANUFACTURING DEBT

Debt is not an impediment to growth. Indeed, it
represents the economic and subjective engine of
the modern-day economy. Debt creation, rhat is,
the creation and development of the power relation
between creditors and debtors, has been conceived
and programmed as the strategic heart of neoliberal
politics. If debt is indeed central to understanding,
and thus combating, neoliberalism, it is because
neoliberallsm has, since its e mergence, been
founded on a logic of debt. One of the turning
points in neoliberalism has thus been defined by
what economists call the "shock" of 1979. The
latter, by enabling the accumulation of enormous
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public deficits, opened the door to a debt economy
and began the reversal of power relations
between creditors and debtors. In 1979, on the
urging of Paul Volker (head of the Federal
Reserve at the time and economic advisor of the
first Obama team), nominal rates (interest on
debt reimbursement) more than doubled, rising
from 9% to 20%, whereas over the preceding
period they had on average trended downward.
"These high rates created completely new cumu
lative State (public) or national (foreign) debt.
The wealthy had thus constructed a mechanism
for the extreme polarization of creditors and
debtors on an unprecedented scale,"Il which all
went to the good of creditors.
The impossibility of doing anything about
public, that is, State, debt through monetary
mechanisms (recourse to the Central Bank) led to
the expansion of financial markets, which have,
onCe again, been enlisted, developed, and imposed
at each step by the State. Furthermore, in france,
most of the corresponding policies have been
enacted by Socialist governments.
Financial markets have been structured and
developed as part of the management of State debt
since 1979 energy cdsis. States have not stopped at
opening up' financial markets, however; they have
assisted in establishing the organizations and
structures needed for them to thdve.
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They thus broadened (by diversifYing the range
of securities issued on primary markets) and
deepened (by increasing transaction volume on
secondalY markets) the markets for public-sector
securities that would attract investors. The yield
curve for these securities has become the bench

mark for asset pricing in lieu of the base rate. 12

Monetary policies, wage-deflation policies, Welfare
State policies (reductions in public spending), and
fiscal policies (transfers of several points ofGDP to
corporations and the population's wealthiest in all
industrialized countries) have come together to
create enormous public and private debt. Debt
reduction, which is now the order of the day in all
countries, does not run counter to debt creation,
since debt serves to prolong and expand the
neoliberal political program. On the one hand, it
means taking back control of "sodal issues" and
Welfare State spending through austerity measures,
that is, taldng back control of revenue, time (of
retirement, vacation, etc.), and the sodal services
that have been wrested through social struggle
from capitalist accumulation. This objective has
been made explicit in the program of " Refounding
Society" advanced by French employers, whose
leadership, since the end of the last century, has
gone from the hands of the bosses in metallurgy to
those of insurers and financiers. With the program's
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announcement, its chief ideoLogue, Denis Kessler,
argued that ('economic imperatives" had once
again to be btougbt to bear on "social issues, which
at times have had too great a tendency to be taken
separately or even dominate economic impera
tives."" On the other hand, it means pursuing
and expanding the process of privatization of
Welfare State services, that is, transforming them
into a sector for accumulation and profitability for
private enterprise. The latter must "reinternalize"
the social protections that it had externalized
during Fordism by "delegating" them to the State.
(Insurers especially, the new leaders of the French
employer union [the Monvement des Entreprises
de France, MEDEF), feel that they were "robbed"
in 1945.) The austerity plans the IMF aud Europe
have imposed onGreece and Portugal thus include
"new privadzations." Reflecting on the measures,
a Greece trade unionist remarked that, rather
than a "rescue" plan, they represent no less than
a "wholesale sell-ofC'
Iu this way, the debt economy brings with it a
kind of capitalism in which the savings of workers
and of the population in general, pension funds,
public health insurance, and social services,
"because administered in a world of competition,
would once again become a function of business
iJ1terests.",4 In 1999, Denis Kess!er estimated at
2.6 trillion francs, or 150% of the State budget,
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the spoils social spending opened np to business.
The privatization of social insurance mechanisms,
the individualization of social policies, and the drive
to mal<e social protections a function of business
constitute the foundations of the debt economy.
The power bloc of the debt economy has seized

on the latest financial crisis as the perfect occasion to
extend and deepen the logic of neoliberal politics.

A POWER RELATION SPECIFIC TO DEBT

Debt acts as a "capture," «predation," and "extrac
tion" machine on the whole of society, as an
instrument for macroeconOlnic prescription and
management, and as a mechanism for income
redistribution. It also functions as a mechanism
for the production and "government" of collec
tive and individual subjectivities. In order to
account for the new functions of finance, Andl'e
Orleans heterodox economic theory speaks of
"el'e d'Itor 'power " and "de b t power,"

Wh ose

C
Iorce

"can be measured by the ability to transform
money into debt and debt into pl'Operty and, in so
doing, to directly influence the social relations
that structure Western society."!S Orlean defines
the creditor-debtor relation as the mainspring of
the transformation of capitalist "governance" (a
term from the neolanguage of power meaning
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"command"): "We have moved frOlU Fordist regu
lation, which privileged the industrial and debtor
side, to financial regulation, which prioritizes the
financial and creditor side.')16
But the creditor-debtor relation does more than
"directly influence social relations," since it is itself
a power relation, one of the most important and
universal of modern-day capitalism. Credit 01' debt
and their creditor-debtor relationship constitute
specific relations of power that entail specific forms
of production and control of subjectivity-a
particular form of homo economicus, the "indebted
man." The creditor-debtor relationship encom
passes capital/labor, Welfare-State services/users,
and business/consumer relations, just as it cuts
through them, instituting users, workers, and
consumers as "debtors,')
Debt produces a specific "morality/' at once
different from and complementary to that of
"labot." The couple "effort-reward" of the ideology
of work is doubled by the morality of the promise
(to honor one's debt) and the foult (of having
entered into it). As Nietzsche reminds us, the
concept of "Schuld" (guilt), a concept central to
morality, is derived from the very concrete notion
of "Schulden" (debts). The "morality" of debt
results in the moralization of the unemployed, the
"assisted," the users of public services, as well as of
entire pOPulations. The German press campaign
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againstGreek parasites and loafers bears witness to
the violence of the guilt engendered by rhe debt
economy. When it comes to talking about debt,
rhe media, politicians, and economists have only
one message to communicate: "You are at fault,"
"You are guilty." The Greeks laze about in the sun
while German Protestants slave away under
gloomy skies fur the good of Europe and humanity.
The power of debt is described as if it were
exercised neither through repression nor through
ideology. The debtor is "free," but his actions, his
behavior, are conflned

to

the limits deflned by the

debt he has entered into. The same is ttue as much
for the individual as for a popnlation or social
group. Yon are free insofar as yon assume the way of
life (consumption, work, public spending, taxes,
etc.) compatible wirh reimbursement. The tech
niques used to condition individuals to live with
debt begin very early on, even before entry on rhe
job market. 17 The creditor's power over the debtor
very much resembles Foucault's last deflnition of
power: a.Q. action carried out on another action, an
action that keeps the person over which power is
exercised "free." The power of debt leaves you free,
and it encourages you and pushes you to act in
such a way that you are able to honor your debts
(even if, like the IMF, it has a tendency to devour

�.:;��;,

"debtors" by imposing economic policies that
promote "recession").

(t��t·
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Neoliberalism governs through multiple power
B"NeoLiberaHsm
relations: creditor-debtor, capital-labor, welfare

ps-user, consmner-business, etc. But debt is a

'pro

universal power relation, since everyone is included
within it. Even those too poor to have access to
credit must pay interest to creditors through the

reimbursement of public debt; even countries too
poor for a Welfare State must repay their debts.
The creditor-debtor relation concerns the

entirety of the current population as well as the
population to come. Economists tell us that every
French child is born 22,000 euros in debt. We are
no longer the inheritors of original sin but rather
of the debt of preceding generations. "Indebted
man" is subject to a creditor-debtor power relation
accompanying him throughout his life, hom birth
to death. If in times past we were indebted to the
community, to the gods, to our ancestors, we are
henceforth indebted to the "god" Capital.
We currently lack the theoretical tools to ana
lyze the entire scope of the relation of power
between creditor and debtor and the different
functions of debt. The concept of speculation only
covers one aspect of how debt works and prevents
us from seeing how it produces, distributes,
captures, and shapes subjectivity.
We are therefore going to return to Deleuze and
Guattari's work, which was always faithful to
Nietzsche's arguments in the Second Essay of the
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Genealogy of Morality,

to

by applying their thinking

modern-day capitalism: "It is in credit, and not

exchange, that Nietzscbe sees the archetype of
social organization."l8 We should emphasize once
and for all that the disappearance or nonexistence
of exchange does not follow from this assertion,
bnt rather that exchange fnnctions according to a
logic not of equality but rather of a power imbal
ance, a power differential.
Viewing debt as the archetype of social relations
means two things. On the one hand, it means
conceiving economy and society on the basis of an
asymmetry of power and not on that of a commer
cial exchange that implies and presupposes equality.
It introduces power differentials between social
gronps and redefines money, since debt is imme
diately present as a command, as the power of
destruction/creation over the economy and society.
On the other hand, from this perspective debt
means immediately making the economy subjec
tive, since debt is an economic relation which, in
order to exist, implies the molding and control of
subjectivity such that "Iabor" becomes indistin
guishable from "work on the self" Throughout the
present essay we intend to corroborate, in light of
debt, a truth concerning the entire history of
capitalism: what one defines as C<econolny" would
be quite simply impossible without the production
and control of subjectivity and its forms of life.
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The authors of

Anti-Oedipus,

in which the

theory of debt is for the first time extensively
developed and exploited, always stayed loyal to
Marx and in particular to his theory of money. In
an interview from 1988, during a period of rapid
neoliberal expansion, Deleuze emphasized the

importance of returning to the Marxian concept of

money: "Beyond the state it

IS

money that rules,

money that commnnicates, and what we need
these days definitely isn't any critique of Marxism,
but a modern theory of money as good as Marx's
that proceeds from where he left off" 19 Deleuze
and Guattari interpret Marxian theory starting
from the relationship between creditor and debtor
and at the same time from the univocity of the
concept of production. The production of subjec
tivity, of forms of life, of forms of existence, is not
pan of a superstructure, but rather of an "economic"
infrastructure. MOl'eOVel� in the current economy,
the production of subjectivity reveals itself to be
the primary and most important form of produc
tion, the "commodity" that goes into the production
of all other commodities.
With regard to money, the authors maintain
that it does not derive from exchange, from mere
circulation, from the commodity; nor does it
constitute the sign or representation of labor. It is
instead tbe expression of an asymmetry of forces, a
power to prescribe and impose modes of future
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exploitation, domination, and subjection. Money
is first of all debt-money, created ex nihilo, which
has no material equivalent other than its power to
destroy/create social relations and, in particular,
modes of subjectivation.
This theoretical focus seems to us essential in
understanding how the creditor-debtor relationship
shapes all social relations in neoliberal economies.
The point is not to offer a new totalizing theory
of neoliberalism, but rather to prepare the
groundwork for a reexamination of the current
transformations affecting Westel'll societies through
the debt economy.
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THE GENEALOGY OF DEBT
AND THE DEBTOR

OE:BT AND SUBJECTIVITY: NIETZSCHE'S CONTRIBUTION

The Creditor-Debtor Relationship as the Basis of
Social Relations
The debt economy appears to have produced a
major change in our societies. We are going to
analyze the meaning of the change by drawing on
the Second Essay of the

Genealogy ofMorality.

The neoliberal economy is a snbjective economy,
that is, an economy that solicits and produces
processes of subjectivation whose model is no
longer centered, as in classical economics, on the
barterer and the producer. Over the course of the
1980s and 1990s, the model was exemplified by
the entrepreneur (of the self), according to the
definition of F oncault, who described with the
concept the mobilization, engagement, and
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activation of subjectivity through the techniques
of business m.anagement and social government.
With the series of financial crises, it is rather the
"Indebted man" who appears instead to embody

the subjective figure of modern-day capitalism.
The condition of the indebted man, which was
already
", present, since it represents the very heart
'a"ca
of neolibera l strategy, now occupies the totality

of public space. All the designations of the social

divisions of labar in neoliberal societies ("con
sumer," "benefidary," "worker," ('entrepreneur,"
.
J
tounst,
' '' etc. ) are now Illvested by
"unempI Dyed""
the subjective figure of the "indebted man," which
transforms

them

into

indebted

consumers,

indebted welfare users, and, finally, as in the case
with Greece, indebted citizens. If it is not individual
debt, it is public debt that weighs, literally, on
every individual's life, since every individual must
tal<e responsibility for it.
For a long time I thought that the subjective
implication resulted mainly ft'om changes ill rhe
organization of labar. I would like to qualify that
position with a complementary hypothesis. It is
debt and the creditor-debtor relationship that
make up the subjective paradigm of modern-day
capitalism, in which "Iabor" is coupled with "work
on the self," in which economic activity and the
ethico-political activity of producing the subject go
hand in hand. Debt breeds, subdues, manufactures,
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adapts, and shapes subjectivity. What kind of
subjectivity? With what kind of machinery does

debt produce the subject?
Nietzsdle covered the essential points. In the

Second Essay of On the Genealogy of Morality, he
sweeps aside in one stroke the whole of the social
sciences. The constitution of society and the domes
tication of man ("to breed a tame and civilized
animal, a household pet, out of the beast of prey
'man)))l) result neither from economic exchange
(contrary to the thesis advanced by the entire tra
dition of political economics, fi'om the Physiocrats
to

Marx by way of Adam Smith), nor from symbolic

exchange (contrary to the anthropological and

psydlOanalytic theoretical traclitions), but from the
relation between creditor and debtor. Nietzsche
thus makes credit the paradigm of social relations
by rejecting any explanation ". I' anglaise," that is,
any explanation based on exchange or interest.
What is credit/debt in its most elementary sense?

A promise of payment. What is a financial asset, a
share, or bond? The promise of future value.
.
" promlse,)) "vaIue," and"future" are aIso I{ey word'
s 111

Nietzsffie's Second Essay. For Nietzsche, the "oldest
and most personal relationship there is" is that
between creditor and debtor, a relationship wherein
l'pel'son met person for the first tilne, and

"/

,i;,

himself person

measured

against person."2 Consequently, the

task of a community or society has first of all been
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to engender a person capable of promising, someone
able to

stand guarantor for himself in

the creditor

debtor relationship, that is, capable of honoting his
debt. Making a person capable of keeping a prom
ise means constructing a Inemory for him, endowing
him with interiority, a conscience, which provide a
bulwark against forgetting. It is within the domain of
debt obligations that memory, subjectivity, and con
science begin to be produced.

In commenting on these passages from the

Genealogy,

Deleuze and Guattari poiut out that

man is created through the repression of biocosmic
memory and through the constitution of a memory
of the words (one's word) through which the
promise is made.3 But even if the promise implies
a memory of speech and will, it is not enough to
utter the promise to be clear of the debt. The
Second Essay offers an excelleut demystification of
how the "performative" functions. The performa
tive utterance of the promise, if it is to perform
rather than describe the act of promising, is not in
itself the repayment of the debt. The promise is no
doubt a "speech act," but humanity produces a
multiplicity of techniques, all "scarier and more
sinister" from one to the next, in order to ensure
that the performative does not remain mere speech,
a

flatus vocis.

The performative of the promise

implies and presupposes a "mnemotechnics" of
cruelty and a mnemotechnics of pain, which, like
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the machine of Kafka's penal colony, inscribe the
promise of debt repayment on the body itself. ''A
thing must be burnt in so that it stays in the

memory: only something that continues' to

hurt

stays in the memory."4
In the same way, "confidence," e'trust," those
magic words of every financial crisis, repeated

like an incantation by every flunky of the debt
econolny (journalists, economists, politicians,
experts) , are not guaranteed solely through
enunciation; they also require tangible and
intangible collateral.
The debtor, in order to inspire confidence that
the promise of repayment will he honored, in
order to give a guarantee of the solemnity and
sanctity of his promise, and in order to etch the
duty and obligation of repayment into his con
science, pawns something to the creditor by
means of the contract in case he does not pay,
something that he still "possesses" and controls,
for example, his body, Of his wife, Of his freedom,
01'

his life (or, in certain religious circumstances,

even his after-life, the salvation ofhis soul, finally,
even his peace in the grave . . . ).5
The sphere of debt obligations thus represents the
origin of those "dismal things" (Nietzsche), the
moral concepts "blame," "guilt," "conscience,"
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"
" "repreSSIOn , "duty, sacred
)HJad conscience,
duty etc. In addition, breeding an animal to
promise assumes that another task has already
been accomplished: that of "making man to a
,,

«

certain degree necessary, uniform, a peer amongst
peers, orderly and consequently predictable."6
Through the morality of custom, "the actual labOl'
of man on himself," and ('the sodal straitjacket,
man was made truly predictable."7

Debt therefore implies subjectivation, what
Nietzsche calls the "labor of man on himself," a
"self-torture." This labor produces the individual
subject, a subject answerable and indebted to his
creditor. Debt as economic relation, for it to talre
effect, has thus the peculiarity of demanding ethico
political labor constitutive of the subject. Modern-day
capitalism seems to have discovered on its own the
technique described by Nietzsche of constructing a
person capable of promising: labOl' goes hand in
hand with work on the

self, with self-torture, with

self-directed action. Debt involves a process of
subjectivation that marks at once " body" and "spirit."
We should note, too, that FOllcault, Deleuze, and
Guattari all advance a

non-economistic

concept of

the economy (economic production involves the
production and control of subjectivity and forms of
life; economy presupposes a "morality of custOln";
desire is part of the "infrastructure") based on their
reading of Nietzsche.
' "
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Man is a "calculating animal." But the origin of
calculation, measure, evaluation, comparison, and
accounting (all of which are also functions of
money) must not be sought in economic exchange
or in labor but in debt. Indeed, equivalence and
measure are not the products of exchange, but of
the calculation of guarantees of debt repayment:
[TJhe creditor could inflict all kinds of dishonor
and torture on the body of the debtor, for example,
cutting as much flesh off as seemed appropriate
for the debt: from this standpoint there were
everywhere, early

Ofl,

estimates which went into

horrifYingly minure and fastidious detail,

legally

drawn up estimates for individual limbs and
parrs of rhe body.8

Here once again, the economy seems to have
become Nietzschean. lts measnres are no longer
solely objective (labor time) but also snbjective
because founded on mechanisms of evaluation
hence the economic power of public opinion in
our societies.
The concept of debt also affects rhe sociopolitical
paradigms of our apprehension and the genealogy
of social relations and institutions. The asymmetry
of power constitutive of debt rids us of the "dream"
according to which the State and society begin
with a contract (or, in the updated version, a
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convention): ('Whoever can command, whoever is
a 'master' by nature ( . . . J what is he going to care
about contracts!"9 It also precludes our imagining
the process through which society is constituted as
a passage from the state of nature to society and
politics. The processes constitutive of society do
not involve progressive changes, consent, agree
ment, or delegation, but "ruptures," "leaps," and
"constraints." It is only through the latter that new
contracts and agreements are established.
If more proof of this state of affairs were
needed, one need only look at how neoliberalism
has imposed itself. Surely not by contract or
agreement, but by theft, violence, and usurpa
tion. The original accumulation of capital is
always contelnporaneous with its expansion;
accumulation is not an historical stage, but an
ever-renewed actuality.
The Temporality of Debt as Possibility, Choice,
and Decision

A society dominated by banking activity, and therefore
by credit, uses time and expectation, uses thefuture,

as

ifall these activities Were overwhelmingly calculated in
advance, ahead of society itse/fi through anticipation
and deduction.
- Jean-Joseph Gaux, "Cash, check or charge?"
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The most important issue raised in the Second
Essay of the

Genealogy

is temporality and the

"ethico-political" subjectivation that follows from
it, for the melllory that must be created is not one
for conserving the past, but a memory of the
future. No less for the creditor than the debtor, "a
memory straining toward the future" must be
made for man "so that he
his ownfoturel"lo

[ o o .]

is answerable for

What is credit? A promise to pay a debt, a
promise to repay in a more or less distant and
unpredictable future, since it is subject to the
radical uncertainty of time. For Nietzsche, maldng a
memory for man means being able "to have

[oo.]

control over the future," ((to view the future as the
present and anticipate it," so that he is answerable
for his own fnture. 1 1 Granting credit requires one
to estimate that which is inestimable-future
behavior and events-and to expose oneself to the
uncertainty of time. The system of debt must
therefore neutralize tilne, that is, the risk inherent
to it. It must anticipate and ward offevery potential
"deviation" in the behavior of the debtor the
futnte might hold.
In the light of the neoliberal debt economy,
the Second Essay of the

Genealogy

takes on a

new topicality: debt is not only an economic
mechanism, it is also a security-state technique
of government aimed at reducing the uncertainty
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of the behavior of the governed. By training the
governed to "promise" (to honor their debt), capi
talism exercises "control over the future," since debt
obligations allow one to foresee, calculate, measure,
and establish equivalences between current and
future behavior. The effects of the power of debt on
subjectivity (guilt and responsibility) allow capitalism
to bridge the gap between present and future.
The debt economy is an economy of time and
subjectivation in a specific sense. Indeed, neo
liberalism is an economy turned toward the
future, since finance is a promise of future wealth
and, consequently, incommensU1"able with actual
wealm. No use making a fuss because the econo
my's "present" and "future" fail to match up! What
matters is finance's goal of reducing what will
be to what is, that is, reducing the future and its

possibilities to current power relations. From this

perspective, all financial innovations have bU1" one
sole purpose: possessing the future in advance by
objectivizing it. This objectivation is of a com
pletely different order from mat of labor time;
objectivizing time, possessing it in advance,
means subordinating all possibility of choice and
decision which the future holds to the reproduction
of capitalist power relations. In this way, debt
appropriates not only the present labor time of
wage-earners and of me population in general, it
also preempts non-chronological time, each person's
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future as well as the future of society as a whole.
The principal explanation for the strange sensa
tion of living in a society without time, without
possibility, without foreseeable rupture, is debt.
The relationship between time and debt, money
lending and the lender's appropriation of time, has
been well-known for centuries. If in the Middle
Ages the distinction between usuty and interest was
not well-established-the former being considered
but an excess of the latter {ah! the wisdom of our
forebears!)-one did, however, have a vety specific
idea of what the money lender "stole" and the
nature of his fault: he sold time, that which did not
belong to him and whose sole owner was God.
"What indeed does he sell, if not the time that
elapses between the moment he lends the money
and the moment he is repaid, with interest? Time,
of course, belongs solely to God. As a thief of time,
the usurer steals God's patrimony." 12
For Marx, the historical importance of the usu
rious luan (a ((primitive naIIlt for interest") lies in
cl,e fuct that, unlike consumer wealth, the usurious
loan represents a generative process comparable to
(and a precursor of) that of capital, that is, of
money that generates money. A manuscript from
the 13th century cited by Jacques Le Goff does a

�.

"

fine job of summarizing the latter point and the
sort of time the money lender appropriates-not
only labar time but living time:

- 'j
"-.
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Usurers sin against nature by wanting to make
money give birth to money, as a horse gives binh
to a horse,

Of

a mule

addition thieves

to

a mule. Usurers are in

[latrines),

for t11ey sel1 time that

does not belong to them, and seHing someone
else's property. despite its owner, is theft. In
addition, since they sell nodung other than the
expectation of money, that is to say. time. they
sell days and nights. But the day is the time of
clarity, and the night is the time for repose.

Consequently, they sell light and repose. It IS,
therefore, not just for them to receive eternal
light and eternal rest.13

W hereas in the Middle Ages time belonged to God
and God alone, today, as possibility, creation,
choice, and decision, it is the primary object of
capitalist expropriation!appropriation. If we dis
tance ourselves from the economic point of view
in which everyone seems to be caught up, what are
the enormous quantities of money concentrated
in banks, insurance, pension funds, etc., and
manipulated

by

finance

but

potentialities,

ilnmense concentrations of possibilities? Finance
sees to it that the only choices and the only possible
decisions are those of the tautology of money
making money, of production for the sake of pro
duction. Whereas in industrial societies there still
existed an "open" tilne--in the form of progress or
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revolution-today, the future and its possibilities,
quashed by the huge sums of money mobilized by
finance and devoted to reproducing capitalist
power relations, seem to be frozen. For debt simply
neutralizes time, time as the creation of new
possibilities, that is to say, the raw material of all
political, sodal, or esthetic change. Debt harnesses

and exercises the power of destruction/creation,

the power of choice and decision.
The Economy as Process of Subjectivation
In addition to establishing the creditor-debtor
relation as sodal paradigm, Nietzsche's Second
Essay holds another fundamental lesson that
mnst be expanded upon. As we have said, the
creditor-debtor relationship is inextricably an
economy and an "ethics," since it presupposes, in
order for the debtor to stand as "self "-guarantor,
an ethico-political process of constructing a sub
jectivity endowed with a memory, a conscience,
and a morality that forces him to be both
accountable and guilty. Economic prodnction
and the production of subjectivity, lab or and
ethics, are indissodable.
The debt economy thus intensifies what tradi-

;j}

�f\'

�.;;�:�:

tional political economics had already discovered,
namely, that the essence of wealth is subjective.
Here "subjective" not only means making available

T'

�"
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physical and intellectual capacities and time
(labor time) in exchange for wages, but also the
ptoduction of individual subjectivity. In this
sense, the debt economy changes the concepts of
both "labor" and "politics." It seems to me that my
fiiends in cognitive capitalism are mistaken when
they make "knowledge" the origin of valorization
and exploitation. There is nothing new in the fact
that science, skills, and technological and organi
zational innovations represent the productive
forces of capital-Marx already understood as
much in the mid- 1 9 th century. But the so-called
knowledge economy fails to account for most of
the class relations the theory of cognitive capi
talism attributes to it. It is but one mechanism,
one type of activity, one site of power relations
alongside multiple other activities and power
relations. Indeed, it must submit to the impera
tives of the debt economy (savage cuts in "cognitive"
investments, in culture, education, public services,
etc.). In any case, knowledge cannot provide the
basis for the class struggle for either capital or
the "governed."
What is required, and cuts across the ecouomy
and modern-day society, is not knowledge hut rhe
injunction to become an economic "subject"
("human capital," "entrepreneur of the self"), an
injunction that concerns just as much the unem
ployed as rhe user of public services, the consumer,
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the most "lTIodest" of workers, the poorest,

Of

the

"migrant." In the debt economy, to become human
capital or an entrepreneur of the self means
assuming the costs as well as the risks of a flexible
and financialized economy, costs and risks which
are not only-far from it-those of innovation, but
also and especially those of precariousness, poverty,
unemployment, a failing health system, housing
shortages, etc. To make an enterprise of oneself
(Foucault)-that means talting responsibility for
poverty, unemployment, precariousness, welfure
benefits, low wages, reduced pensions, etc., as if
these were the individual's "resources" and "invest
ments" to manage as capital, as "his" capital. As
we can very clearly see, the concepts of entrepreneur
of the self and human capital must be interpreted
by way of the creditor-debtor relationship. We
must start from the most general and most deter
ritorialized power relation rluough which neoliberal
power governs the class struggle.
In the current crisis, the 'lmost" that capitalism
demands and compels, in every area, is less knowl
edge than that one

take upon oneselfthe costs and

risks externalized by the State and corporations.
Differentials in productivity do not first derive
from "Imowledge" or information, bur from the
subjective undertaking of these costs and risks,
whether in the production of knowledge, the
activities of the user, or whatever other kind of
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activity. It is this "subjectlvatlon/' in addition to
"labor" in the classical sense of the term, that-to
speak like the economists of capital-makes pro
ductivity grow. The snbjective figure of this
undertaking is that of the debtor affected by guilt,
bad conscience, and responsibility. AB the crisis
has worsened, his enuepreneurial contours have
faded and the epic panegyrics to the glory of inno
vation and knowledge that accompanied the
beginnings of neoliberalism have fallen silent.
If capitalists spend litcle time worrying about
investing in a more than improbable-always
heralded but never realized-"knowledge society,"
they are, on the other hand, cruelly inflexible when
forcing the governed to take on all cl,e economic
risks and damage the capitalists themselves have
created. In the sovereign debt crisis, there is no
question of knowledge, cognitive capitalism,
creativity, and cultural capitalism. And yet it is on
these grounds that capital has chosen to wage its
class struggle. The debt economy, then, is charac
terized by a twofold expansion of the exploitation of
subjectivity: extensive (since not only are industrial
work and tertiary sector concerned but every activity
and condition) and intensive (since it encompasses
the relationship

to

the self, in the guise of the entre

preneur of the self-who is at once responsible for
"his" capital and guilty of poor management
whose paradigm is the "unemployed").
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The debt economy also occupies the terrain of
the political, since it uses and exploits the process
of "ethico-politicaf' constitution in order to trans
form each individual into an indebted economic
subject. These transformations of capitalism that
affect life and subjectivity do not in the least seem
to have entered into the political theories of
Randere and Badiou. Why bother with the debt
economy, with the exploitation of "work on the
self" and the appropriation/expropriation of time
as

opportunity, choice, and dedsion, when the

process of political subjectivation always plays out
in the same way starting from the universal ques
tion of equality-whether in the Greek poHs or in
the Roman empire (the slave revolt), the French
Revolution, the Paris Commune, or the Russian
Revolution? It would be a waste of time to bother
with these transformations since the revolution
cannot arise from '(economics." For Ranciere and
Badiou, politics is independent of "economics)'
solely because the image they have of it and of
capitalism in general is the one-a caricature----
served up by economists themselves. Contrary to
these revolutionary, democratic, Of simply eco
nomic theories, the force of capitalism lies in its
ability to link "ecollOluics" (and communication,
consumption, the Welfare State, etc.) and the pro

.i .

duction of subjectivity in different ways. To say with
Badiou and Randere that political subjectivation

h�

�i
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cannot be understood to follow from economics
is obviously completely different from asking
what their paradoxical articulation is. The former
perspective exemplifies the illusion of a "pure"
politics, since subjectivation, attached to nothing
at all, can never establish the ground necessary for
it to exist. On the other hand, the latter perspective opens a space for political construction and
experimentation, since subjectivation must, if it
is to exist, create a rupture by retraversing and
reconfiguring the economic, the social, the political,
and so on.

THE TWO MARXES

A Very Nietzschean Marx
An essay from Marx's youth, "Comments on James
Mill," allows us to flesh out the nature of the
creditor-debtor relationship.14 In the text, which
is extraordinary for a number of reasons, Marx
delineates a credit relation quite different form
that analyzed in the third volume of Capital. In the
latter, which is in fact a collection of more or less
finished notes, credit is only one of the three forms
of capital (financial, industrial, and commercial)
and the creditor/debtor relationship is dealt with as
simply an affair among capitalists. Conversely, in
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( Comments on James Mill," the "poor man" is the
debtor and the creditor passes "moral" judgment on
him in evaluating his solvency. The poar man's
"social virtues," the "content of his vital activity," his
"flesh and blood," his "morality," and even his "exis
tence" are measured as guarantees of repaYlnent.
These pages from Marx's youth help to fill out our
understanding of the "indebted man" as the con
ceptual figure we have begun to delineate with
Nietzsche's precious help.
For Marx, the creditor-debtor relation is at
once different from and complementary to the
labor-capital relation. If we put aside the content
of the relation between creditor and debtor
(money), we see that credit does not solicit and
exploit labor but rather ethical action and the work

ofselfconstitution at both an individual and collec
tive level. The credit relation does not mobilize
physical and intellectual abilities as labar does
(material or immaterial, it malees no difference),
but the morality of the debtor, his mode of exis
tence (his "ethos"). The importance of the debt
economy lies in the fact that it appropriates and
exploits both chronological labar time and
action, non-chronological time, time as choice,
decision, a wager on what will happen and on
the forces (trust, desire, courage, etc.) that make
choice, decision, and action possible. As Marx
put it in 1 844:
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In the credit system, of which banking is the
perfect expression, it appears as jf the power of
the alien, material force were broken, the rela
tionship of self-estrangement abolished and man
had once more human relations to man.

Credit appears to run counter to the market and the
capital-Iabor relation. It malces it seem tbat social
relations between people are no longer inversed in a
social relationship between things, as is tbe case in
the capital/labor relationship. Commodity fetishism
("the alien, material force") no longer seems opera
tive since man is directly confronted with his fellow
man by giving him his "trust."
But this abolition of estrangement, this return of
man to himself and therefore to other men is
only an appearance; the self-estrangement, the
dehumanization, is all the more infamous and
extreme because its element is no longer com
modity, metal, paper, but man's
man's

heart,
man's

moral existence,
social existence, the inmost depths of his
and because under the appearance of

trust in man it is the height of distrust and

complete estrangement. (My emphasis.)

Still more than labar, credit attains and manifests
the suhjective essence of production, since what is
at stake, according to another translation of the
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same passage, is "the moral existence, the communal
existence, the innermost depths of the human heart."
In order to act, that is, in order to begin something
whose accomplishment is subject to the vicissitudes
of time, to take a chance on the unknown, the
unforeseeable, the uncertain, other forces are needed
than those engaged in labar: trust in others, in one
self, and in the world. The creditor-debtor relation
represents only the "illusion" of the end of man's
subordination to the production of economic
"value," the illusion of his rise to a "production of
values" no longer founded on wage l.bor, the mar
ket, and the commodity, but on the community and
the noblest sentiments of the human heart (trust,
desire, man's recognition by his fellow man, etc.).
With credit, Marx tells us, alienation is complete,
since it is the ethical work constitutive of the self
and the community that is exploited.
Trust, the condition for action, becomes uni�
versal distrust, turning into a demand for "security."
The circulation of private debt is a circulation of
selfish and individual interests. It presupposes, in the
guise of another person's recognition, a prelimi
nary distrust, since the other person is a rival, a
competitor and/or a debtor.
What constitutes the essence of credit? We leave
entirely out of account here the content of credit,
which is again money. We leave out of account,
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therefore, the content of this trust in accordance
with whldl a man recognizes another man by
advancing him

a

certain quantity of value and

at best, namely, when he does not demand pay
ment for the credit, i.e., he is not

a

usmer

showing his trust in his fellow man not being a
swindler, but a "good" man. By a "good" man,
the one who bestows his trust understands, like
Shylock,

a

man who is "able to pay."

The truSt that credit exploits has nothing to do with
the beliefin new possibilities in life and, thus, in some
noble sentiment toward oneself, others, and the world.

It is limited to a trust in solvency and makes solvency
the content and measure of the ethical relationsbip.
The "moral" concepts of good and bad, of trust and
distrust, here translate into solvency and insolvency.
The "moral" categories by which we tak:e the "mea
sure" of man and his actions are a measure of (the)
economic reason (of debt). In capitalism, then, sol
vency selves as the me-dSure ofthe "morality" of man.
And even in the case where "a rich man gives
credit to a poor luan," which constituted an excep
tion and not the rule at the time, Mal'x remarks that
cl,e life of the poor man and his talents and activity
serve the rich man as a guarantee of the repay
ment of the money lent. That means, therefore,
that all the social virtues of the POOf man, the
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content of his vital activity, his existence itself,
represent for the rich man the reimbursement of
his capital with the customary interest. Hence the
death of the poor man is the worst eventuality for
the creditor. It is the death of his capital together
with the interest. (My emphasis.)

Credit entails the creditor's "moral judgment" of
the debtor} that is} a "subjective}' measure of value.
But not only are the skills and know-how of the
worker evaluated} so too are the poor man's actions
in society (social "virtues,') "conduct," "reputa
tion" ), that is, his lifestyle, his social behaviot, his
values, his very existence. It is through debt that
capital is able to appropriare not only the physical
and intellectual abilities the poor man employs in
his labor, but also his social and existential forces.
One ought to consider how vile it is to estimate
the value of a man in money, as happens in the
credit relationship. [ . . . ] Credit is the economic
judgment on the morality of a man. In credit, the
man himsel£ instead of metal

Of

paper, has

become the mediator of exchange, not however as
a man, but as the mode of existence of capital and
interest. The medium of exchange, therefore, has
certainly returned out of its material form and
been put back in man, but only because the man
himself has been put outside himself. . .

;'L::'

�j(.{

d�;.
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Credit, then, not only exploits social relationships
in general, but also the uniqueness of existence. It
exploits the process of subjectivation by affecting
the individuation of existence itself After all, the
"moral" judgment has to do with "life." And yet
the "life" in question is not biological life (health,

birth, and death), as with the concept of biopolitics,
and still less cognitive life, but "existential" life.

Existence here means the power of self-affirmation,
the force of self-positioning, the choices that
found and bear with them modes and styles of
life. The content of money here is not labot but
existence, individuality, and human morality; the
material of money is not labor time, but the time
of existence:
Within the credit relationship, it is not the case
that money is transcended in man, but that man
himself is turned into money, or money is incor
porated in him. Human individuality, human
morality itself, has become both an object of
commerce and the material in which money
exists. Instead of money,

Of

paper, it is my own

personal existence, my flesh and blood, my social
virtue and importance, which constitutes the
material, corporeal form of the spirit of money.
Credit no longer resolves the value of money
into money but into human flesh and the
human heart.
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Marx's text intersects with Nietzsche's on several
The credit relation mobilizes and exploits
oints.
p
the "morality of custom," the ethico-political
constitution of the self and the community. Its
operations are inscribed in the body engaged in
producing "social virtue." But unlike Nietzsche,
Marx is not concerned with "primitive" societies,
but with the capitalist economy to which domes
ticated man is bound.
"Objective" Debt in Marx's Capital
A second reading from Matx. It is helpful to return

briefly to the theory of credit Marx advances in
the third volume of Capital. We do so in order to
better understand the changing place credit has in
Marx's work. If in the first text we looked at Marx
deals with what we can call subjective or existential
debt, here he deals with objective debt. He does
not go back to the rich analyses of debt's subjec
tive effects developed in his youth. By focusing
solely on its '(systemic" functions, he nonetheless
disposes of certain received ideas which observers
of the financial crisis never fail to repeat.
First of all, the speculative, parasitic, usurious
character of financial capital is inseparable from
its functional role: "A bank represents on the one
hand the ceutralization of money capital, of the
lenders, and on the other hand the centralization
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of the borrowers." 1 5 Second, although it takes
different forms (commercial, industrial, mone
tary, financial), there is only one capital and one
valorization process. Already in Marx's day it was
absurd to separate a "real economy" from a sup
posedly "financial economy." The formula for
financial capital, that is, self-valorizing money
(M-M'), fully captures the logic of capital. For
Westerners, for the most part Christian, it should
not be difficult to follow Marx's reasoning: value
appears as a "self-moving substance," of which
industrial, commercial, and financial capital are
but particular forms. As in theology, where the
Holy 1Hnity encompasses the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit, capital encompasses three different
forms-industrial, commercial, and financial.
Bur Marx goes much further still. Calling
capitalists every name in the book ("honorable
bandits," "usurers"-even though for hiln there
are no good capitalists, industrialists, and bad
capitalists, financiers, or bankers), Marx has the
clear-sightedness all the observers lack, especially
those on the left. Already in his day Marx defined
the specific place held by financial capital with
respect to industrial capital: on the one hand, the
former represents the "common" capital of the
class; on the other hand, money concentrated in
banks is "potential" money, unlike industrial
capital which is actual money. Money in banks
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represents future wealth, that is, the possibility of
choices and decisions over future production and
power relations. In its financial form, capital accu
mulated in banks appears as "capital in general," a
simple abstraction. But it is a powerful abstrac
tion, since capital emerges as "autonomous value,"
"independent" of its actualization in a particular
sphere; it exists as an "undifferentiated" force
capable of every form of actualization. It thus
appears as the power to prescribe and anticipate
future value, as a power of destruction/creation.
On the money market it Is only lenders and
borrowers who face one anomer. The commodity
has the same form, money. All particular forms
of capital, arising from its investment in par
ticular spheres of production

Of

circulation, are

obliterated here. It exists in the undifferentiated,
self-identical form of independent value, of
money. Competition between particular spheres
now ceases;

they are all thrown together as

borrowers of money, and capital confronts them
all in a fo rm still indifferent to the specific

manner and mode of its application. 16

-c,

k

i

;'

Because it is undifferentiated, capital thus appears
as the common capital of the capitalist class only in
the financial sphere: "Here capital really does
="", ;0 cl< p="" of;. d=,d md '"pply, "
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the common capital of the class, whereas industrial
capital appears like this only in the movement and
competition between the particular spheres." ! 7
Capitalist organization becomes subjective not by
way of tbe industrial capitalist (who is now no more
than a function ofthe management of production),
but by way of the financial capitalist (an owner
whose possibility of making decisions and choices
has been deterritorialized). Unlike various forms of
industrial capital, financial capital is made to repre
sent the interests of "social capital."
On top of this, with the development of large
scale industty money capital emerges more and
more, in so far as it appears on the market, as not
represented by the individual capitalist, the
proprietor of this 01' that ft-action of the mass of
capital on the market, but rather as a concentrated
and organized mass, placed under the control of
the bankers as representatives of the social capi tal
in a quite different manner to real production.Is

It is its general form, its indifference to any kind
of industrial specificity, that is, as it emerges
through credit, that allows capital to exploit the
social sphere.
[Clredit offers the individual capitalist [ . . . ] an
absolute command over the capital and property
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of others, within certain limits, and, through
this, command over other people's labor. It is
disposal over social capital, rather than his own,
that gives him command over social labor. 19

For Lenin, who rerurns to and develops Marx's
point of view at a time that in many ways resem
bles our own, banks and bankers play a political
role of the utmost importance, since they provide
"coherence" and strategies to industrial capitalists
whose interests are too diverse to represent the
capitalist class: "The concentration of capital and
the growth of their turnover is radically changing
the significance of the banks. Scattered capitalists
are transformed into a single collective."2o The
"coherence" and strategies are those of the M-M'
logic, which by making money from money also
reveals its ((irrationality," The latter materializes in
every "liberal" period and leads almost automati
cally to the most severe crises, each time clearing
the way for authoritarian politics (which happened
with the First World War and fascism).
Action and Confidence within the Logic of Debt

J With the debt economy, it is no longer possible to
�,distinguish labor from action, as Hannah Arendt
..

�\; Was still able to do. With credit, action becomes
ii)part of rhe economic dynamics, and even its driving
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force. Through the subjectivation involved in
debt, modern-day capitalism encompasses action
as well as the forces that make it possible. Indeed,

the ethical action constitutive of the
individual and the community by mobilizing

debt exploits

forces that are at the basis of "mads moral exis
tence, man's social existence." Among these
forces, we are going to focus in particular on
"confldence/' that magic word of the current crisis
which, beyond its contagious use among economists,
journalists, and experts, is one of the symptoms of
the shifting frontie/'s of capitalist exploitation.
To reconstruct the concepts of action and
confidence, we will have to indulge in a short
philosophical digression which the reader may
possibly wish

to

skip. It will allow us to better

appreciate how and why capitalism sets its sights
on action, that is, non-chronological time, and
thus on the ability to choose and decide what is
good and what is bad.
According to the theory of action of the
American pragmatist William James, every time
we are confronted with a veritable choice, an
important existential alternative, because it fulfills
certain possibilities and eliminates others, as in
the case with "motal" problems, the choice does
not solely depend-far from it-on the under
standing, on " cognition," or knowledge.21 The
alternative first calls on our ('active propensities,"
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our "most intimate powers," our "passional
natures," our "most cherished powers" that is, the
"innermost depths of the human heart" which
Marx speaks of and which James defines as a set of
active furces ("furtitude, hope, rapture, admiration,
earnestness, and the like"), bringing them together
within the concept of "desire."22
Measure, assessment, and evaluation "of what
is good, or would be good if it did exist" do not
originate in philosophical speculation or in scien
tific knowledge. "Science can tell us what exists;
but to compare worths, both of what exists and of
what does not exist, we must consult not science,
but what Pascal calls our heart." Our power to act
and its "success [depend] on energy to act; energy
again depends on faith that we shall not fail."23 It
depends, that is, on the fuith/confidence in what we
do, on the faith/confidence in the world and others.
Action depends, finally, on the intensity of faith/
confidence and the latter on "active propensities,"
,on emotions, and on the most intimate powers of
the human heart. James defines faith/confidence as
a "willingness to act." Apprehension of the power to
act springs from "subjective method, the method of
belief based on desire."24
But the faith/confidence or willingness to act
".
can be described in two different ways. In one
instance it is faith-habit, and in the other, faith
:>.1l1LS",nce,
" ,conti
confidence
dellce that induces action. In the first, the
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world is determined, accomplished, everything is
already given, in such a way that faith is the faith
in already-established beliefs. In the second,
which is what interests us here, the world is still
coming into existence. It is incomplete, undeter
mined, and this incompleteness and indetermination
call on our power to act and the latter on faith.
This second conception of confidence is mobi
lized and redirected by credit (capitalism's force
is not only negative; it lies in its ability to redi
rect passions, desires, and action to its own
advantage), for credit anticipates a future action
whose result cannot be guaranteed in advance.
Credit is a mechanism of power that bears on
undetermined possibilities and whose actualization!
realization is subject to a radical and not proba
bilistic uncertainty.
Our uncertain, unstable, and changing world
is, to use WaIter Benjamin's words, a world "poor"
in experience since, as Jatnes reminds us, experi
ence is always changing. But it is precisely the
poverty of experience (we do not lmow what
tomorrow holds) that summons up the confidence
(faith), desire, the innermost depths of the human
heart, necessary to take a chance on this uncertain
world. These forces are excited and intensified by
the indetermination of the future. Indeed, what
does the poverty of experience demand of us? "To
start from scratch; to make a new start," Benjamin
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writes. The "barbarian," which for Benjamin
describes contelnporary man, "sees nothing per
manent. But for this very reason he sees ways
everywhere [ . . ] . Because he sees ways everywhere,
he always stands at a crossroads. No moment can
know what the next will bring."25 Confidence
transforms the poverty of experience into a politics
of "experimentation."26
How do we act in this world, how do we ven
tufe an action whose outcome is uncertain, if we
cannot know what the future holds? In order to
act under these conditions, confidence ("faith")
in oneself is necessaty, confidence in the world
and in others. A tacit agreement with oneself, the
world, and others mnst be made in order to act in
a-world where "routine maxims) afe incapable of
guiding action. Action thns represents a leap into
the unknown which "knowledge" has no way of
helping ns to make. Onr skepticism and our
political impasses are not cognitive bnt ethical,
since "we live forward but think backward," as
, "J 'Im,,, pnts it. To live forward means "to believe in
The world and in the new possibilities of life" it
,encolffiI,"s.ses, says Deleuze. Faith and trust are a
force - joyous and confident-that gives one a
f�<nero\
"generous
lS strength."
Confidence, trust, is thus the condition of all
acts of creation, whether artistic, ethical, or
�.ul1[J(:al.
political. According to James, modern man mnst
.
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be comfortable with this "barbaric" world, since
bis power to act is not brought to bear on raw
facts but on possibilities, which, according to
Guattari's definition, are a "matter of choice, a
matter of options" (one must choose because the
possibilities are "ambiguous," virtualities holding
different alternatives). The fact that we are in the
world with our perceptions, sensations, and
knowledge is still not enough to act. In order for
the power to act to become effective, possibility
must exceed actuality. The world must contain
indetermination, an open temporality in the
process of realizing itself. that is, a "present" which
encompasses possible alternatives and, thus,
possibilities of choice and existential risks. It is
these possibilities and these unpredictable alter
natives that debt seeks to neutralize.
The "barbarians," the pluralists, "demand in
[the universe} a

character for which our emotions

and active propensities shall be a match." Desire
and trust act on a "moving present,') that is, a
"zone of formative processes" which is the "zone of
the individual differences, and of the social 'twists'
which by common confession they initiate." This
zone is "the dynamic belt of quivering uncertainty,
the line where past and future meet."27 In order to
realize the power to act, we need to believe (trust)
in the "moving present," the present as possibility,
that is, in the world and the new possibilities of
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life that it holds. The power to act is subordinate
to an existential affirmation, to a "yes" that
expresses a self-positioning. It presupposes hope
and faith, anticipating what has not yet come to
pass, making the impossible possible.
In the "barbarian" world, trust and hope
(passions, emotions, desire) depend less on taking
a stand, making a commitment, relative to existing
beliefs, than on a self-validation of new beliefs,
new values, new connections, new meanings, and
new forms of life. Conversely, fear, sad affects and
passions serve to neutralize the power to act.28
Finance is a formidable instrument for controlling
the temporality of action, neutralizing possibilities,
the ((moving present," "quivering uncertainty," and
"the line where past and future meet." It locks up
possibilities within an established framework
while at the same time projecting them into the
future. For finance, the future is a mere forecast of
current domination and exploitation. But if a
Critical threshold of uncertainty with regard to
future of exploitation and domination is paBsed,
the present, emptied of its possibilities, collapses.

,
':, The crisis is then a crisis of time from which
:
emerges a time of political and social creation,

f

555551hich finance can only endeavor to destroy. This

�#- exactly our present situation. The logic of debt
�i� stifling our possibilities for action.
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DELEUZE AND GUATTARI: A SHORT HISTORY OF DEBT

We now turn our attention to Deleuze and
Guattari's examination of debt in its historical
development in order to better appreciate the
specificity of the logic of debt in rhe modern-day
economy. Debt resurfaces in the late 1 960s and
early 1 970s in the work of Deleuze and Guattari as
a way of analyzing contemporary capitalism. By
bringing together Nietzsche's theory of credit in
primitive societies and Marx's rheory of money in
capitalism, the authors trace a short history of debt
that encourages a non-economistic reading of rhe
economy, a reading not based on exchange but
rather on an asymmetrical creditor-debtor power
relation. A non-economistic interpretation of the
econOlllY means, on the one hand, that economic
production is inseparable ft·om rhe production and
control of subjectivity and its forms of existence,
on the other hand, that money, before fulfilling
the economic functions of measure, means of
exchange, paynlent, and accumulation, manifests
the power to command and distribute the places
and tasks assigned to the governed.
In his courses at the University of Vincennes
from 1971 to 1 973, Deleuze returns to considera
tions developed with Guattari in

Anti-Oedipus

regarding the Marxian theory of money.29 By
reexamining it from the perspective of the
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asymmetry of the credit relation, that is, the
asymmetry inherent in the economy of debt, they
establish the basis for an understanding of money
in which economic and political functions are
indistingnishable. They thns draw on the concept
of "power" advanced by Foucault in his own
rereading of Nietzsche in order to better elncidate
money. Capital is above all a power to command
and prescribe exercised through the power of
destrnctionlcreation of money.
Anti-Oedipus and the university conrses, con
ceived and written well before the institution of
neoliberal policies, help ns to nnderstand why
debt and finance, far from being pathologies of
capitalism, far from expressions of certain people's
greed, constitute strategic mechanisms orienting
investments and, thereby, determining the forms
of "destruction" of the old and the "creation" of a
new world capitalist order. The financial and
banking systems are at the center of a politics of
destruction!creation in which economics and
politics have become inextricable. If we want to
understand how powers are reconfignred by the
. . debt economy, we must first of all establish the
links between economics and politics.
In Deleuze's courses, his critique focuses on the
power differentials money manifests, differentials
economists have had a hard time perceiving.
Capitalism objectively conceals the fact that
The Geneaioyy of Debt and tr18 Debtor /73

money functions in two fundamentally different
ways, as revenue and as capital. In the first case,
money is a means of payment (wages and revenue).
It buys a quantity of already-existiug goods
imposed by capitalist production. It is limited to
reproducing the established power relations and
forms of subjection necessaty for that production.
In the second, money functions as a financing
structure (credit money and the quasi-money of
finance). In other words, it has the possibility of
choosing and deciding on future production and
commodities and, therefore, on the relations of
power and subjection underlying them. Money as
capital preempts the future.
Money-reveuue simply reproduces power rela
tions, the division of labot, and the established
functions and I"Oles. Money as capital, on the
other hand, has the ability to reconfigure those
relations. Neoliberalism offers a glaring example
of this. Debt-money was the strategic weapon
used to destroy Fordism and create the structures
of a new world capitalist order.30 Henceforth,
debtlfinance is no longer a simple convention, nor
a mere function of the real economy. It J'epresents
social capital and the "collective capitalist," the
"common" capital of the capitalist class, as Marx
and Lenin well knew.
Deleuze's position develops Marx's theory by
ridding it of numerous pitfalls. He underscores the
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impossibility of considering a market economy in
itself, since the latter derives from and is always
subordinate to the money economy and to the
debt economy which distribute power, subj ection,
and domination; the impossibility of having
money originate in the commodity, but also in
labar, since money, by right and in fact, precedes
labor, commodities, and exchange. Money
organizes them, controls them, and determines
how they are distributed. The asymmetty of power,
the differentials of power expressed in debt-money,
hold for every society-primitive society, ancient
society, feudal society, and capitalism. A circuit of
exchange never structures or forms a society, a
completely different kind of circuit does, one that
has nothing to do with arithmetic. Equal or
unequal quantities do not enter into an exchange
relation, quantities of different power do, "quantities
of power, in the mathematical sense of the word
(power,' different potentialities."31
Exchange never comes first. Indeed, no economy
fimctions based on economic exchange; no society
functions based on symbolic exchange. The economy
and society are organized according to power
differentials, an imbalance of potentialities. We
'i should again emphasize that this does not mean that
exchange does not exist, but rather that it functions
(;,.,
,, : according to a logic not of equality but of disequibriumm ""d dmw.

(

r

: ::::
:::

."

there are no forms of exchange, there are no
forms of equivalence [" .J, there is a system of
debt and debt is fundamentally affected by a
functional imbalance

[

.

. . ]. For example, the

imbalance between giving and receiving con
sumer objects does not, functionally, balance
out; the inequality is fundamental and constant.
The ming only works imbalanced.32

This is precisely the argument between Leach and
Levi-Strauss, in which Leach held that inequality
is a fundamental part of the system, a part of its
functioning, whereas for Levi-Strauss it is a patho
logical consequence of me system.
Leach is right. With each flow, with each flow
entering a composite product. there is a funda
mental imbalance with regard to the flows
involved. The imbalance is continually compen
sated thfOUgh a withdrawal from another flow,
I'

from

I
,

consumer objects and the person who receives

I

a

flow quaHfied differently. For example.

the imbalance between the pefson who allocates
them will be offset by an entirely different flow,
the flow of prestige whereby me person who

allocates receives prestige {. . . ], I would even say

that the economic unity in so-called primitive
societies is, fundamentally, these finite combina
tions which-through mem and through their
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imbalanced functioning-bring all these differently
qualified flows into existence.
There is a whole circuit of debt that emerges
from the circulation of its finite elements. This
is the system of finite debt, and the system of
alliances structures precisely this circuit of
finite debt. 3 3

Infinite Debt
The transition from "finite debt" to ((infinite
debt" with the end of primitive societies repre
sents an event whose consequences continue to
this day, since capitalism has extended the transi
tion in order to produce the indebted man, who
will never finish paying his debts. Indeed, with the
arrival of the great empires-which centralized
and concel1trated power in "state" forms and
thereby marked the end of primitive societies
and the emergence of monotheistic religions
which centralized and concentrated "spirituar'
power-debt could no longer be redeemed. A sys
tem of infinite debt replaced the system of finite
. and mobile combinations ("I'll make you a block
of alliances and kinship") of primitive societies.
Christianity "stuck us with the infinite," which
comes down to saying that we are in a social system
in which there is no end to anything, in which
indebtedness is for life.
ii\\ lndebtedrless
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"Debt becomes the relation of a debtor who
will never finish paying to a creditor who will
never finish using up the interest on the debt":
"debt toward 'divinity,' toward 'society,' toward
'the State."'" A stroke of Christian genius, for the
"holy trinity" contains within itself the creditor
and the debtor:
God sacrificing himself for man's debt, none other

than God paying himselfback, God as the only one
able to redeem man E.-om what, to man himself, has
become inedeemable--the creditor sacrificing
himself for his debtor, out of

love

(would you

credit it?-), out oflove for his debtor!. ..

'

�il !

35

Christianity; by introducing the infinite, completely
reinvented the system of debt which capitalism
would inherit. In imperial configurations prior to
Christianity, debt was indeed infinite, since, thanks
to their "state" apparatuses, and unlike in primitive
societies, onc could no longer reimburse, one could
no longer balance the power differentials estab
lished through an ever-unequal exchange. Still,
debt remained "exterior" to the individual and his
conscience. The particularity of Christianity lies in
the fact that it places us not only within a system of
debt, but also within a system of "interiorized
debt." "The pain of a debtor is interiorized, respon
sibility for the debt becomes a feeling of guilt."36
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In his short history of debt, Deleuze notes
another fundamental transition. Whereas the

"interiorized debt" of Christianity is still uanscen
dental, in capitalism its existence is "immanent.')

The infinite that Christianity introduces to reli
gion capitalism reinvents at the economic level:
the movement of capital as the self-generated move
ment of value, of money that makes money, and
which, thanks to debt, expands beyond its limits.
With capitalism, capitalist valorization and debt
become infinite processes each propagating the
other. Marx stresses the reproduction process by
which money produces more money, through
which it reveals itself as self-generating, growing
on top of itself, continually overrunning its limits.
Capital has immanent limits, but it reproduces
them on an ever-expanding scale. The system of
the infinite is the system of destruction!creation
whose foremost expression can be found in and
through the creation!destruction of money.
Before we address capitalism as such, let us here
; make a brief stop in Greece and the Middle Ages in
'.' order to corroborate the historical continuity of the

t, debt-power-measure relation we encountered in the

,' , Genealogy a/Morality. As Deleuze and Guattari were
J Genealogy
writing Anti-Oedipus, Michel Foucault developed a
�, Writing
..

\::toncept
concept

of money that, as with Deleuze and

Guattari's runs counter to the traditional interpre
;�Guattari's)
Citati
on that has money emerging from a market
tation
,�;
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economy. "The appearance of money is linked to .

the constitution of a new kind of power, a powel' f:
whose sole purpose is to intervene in the system of
property, in the system of debts and payments."37
The interpretation of the market origin of
money, which restricts it to the functions of
representing value and utility in exchange, "by
taking the sign for the thing itself, represents a
kind

of radical,

fundamental philosophical

error."38 The institution of measure, of which
money is one manifestation, does not have an
"ecollOlnic» origin. In Foucault's 1 971 course we
rediscover the measure-debt relationship estab
lished by Niemche, which was a major inspiration
for Foucault's theory of power.
It is easy to see how the application of measure

is tied to the whole problem of peasant indebted
ness, the transfer of agricultural property, the
payment of credit, the eqUivalence between
goods and manufactured items, urbanization
and the establishment of state structures. At the
heart of the measuring practice appears the
institution of money. 39

Economists remove trade from the complexity of
power relations and make it, along with utility, the
origin of society and man. A kind of "English"
hypocrisy, Nietzsdle might say.
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Measure, evaluation, and appraisal all arise from
the question of power, before there is any question
of economics. The origin of valuation and measure
is both religious and political: "Whether a tyrant or
lawmaker, he who holds the power is the surveyor of
the city: the measurer of the land, of things, wealth,
. and men."40
l'1.ghts, powelS,
Barbarian Flows
Thanks to Deleuze's brilliant commentary of
Georges Duby's The Early Growth of European
Economy, we can enlarge upon the kind of different,
inextricably economic and power flows that run
through and structure the economy and society.
The "economic" functions of Inoney (measure,
accumulation, general equivalency, mode of
payment) depend on a flow of another kind, that
is, of another power. If money is not supported by
a power flow, it disappears and the economic
functions of measure, the means of payment of
money, disappear with it. This is what happened
to the European economy after the fall of the
Carolingian empire, when the flow of imperial
power came to an end. The European economy
was only revived through a flow of destruction/
creation, in other words, through the power of
.
"barbarian" deterritorialization which literally
i; resuscitated exchange and the different functions

�,�,
" ,'
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of money. The market economy had no autonomy,
no possibility of existing autonomously, independent
of a power flow; of a deterritorializing force.
From the far reaches of the empire the Vlldngs
with their ships and the Hungarians with their
horses (mobility, migratOlY, nomadic, and warrior
flows whose power was greater than the peasants)
descended, pillagingvillages, tombs, and monasteries.
They carried out a kind of discharge, a liberation
of money throughout Europe, that injected a
monetary power into the economy which
money, reduced to its purchasing power or its
exchange value, had completely lost, They made
economic investments through destruction.41
The less mobile flow (the peasants) became sub
ordinated to the nomadic and mobile flow (the
barbarian warriors). The "barbarian" flows were
deterritorialized as well as deterritorializing. If
luoney as a means of payment, measure, etc" is a
deterritorialized flow, its deterritorializing force
did not come from money itself, but from the
destructive/creative power flows set in motion by
the barbarians (and later by capitalists or revolu
tionary forces). Powerless monetary signs received
their power from the nomadic, migratory, mobile,
barbarian flow. Faced with the barbarians, the
peasants fled and were affected in their flight by a
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'(secondary" deterritorializing coefficient which
held a power otherwise lacking in a sedenrary
peasantry. The power of destruction/creation was
and is not a property of money as such. Money
must be transformed into capital, that is, into a
power of destruction/creation. With neoliberalism,
the stock market, finance, and debt are the mecha
nisms that effectuate this transformation.
Capitalist Flows

Deleuze insists on the point: an economy has never
functioned as a market economy. Regardless of the
social structure, an economy includes exchange and
makes exchange networks work on the basis of
money as purchasing power solely as a function of
another flow. "Exchange obviously comes second
relative to something of a completely different
,nature. l . . ] 'lA] different nature' has a very strict
P' sense, meaning a flow of a different power."42
In capitalism, the same money expresses diverse
power
;;:: , b01IVer flows. The flow of purchasing power, which
Hepresen,ts
represents the entirety of means of payment (wages
and revenue) used in the buying of goods already
j)f(ldllmd, already present, is strictly subordinate,
as a lesser power flow, to the flows of financing.
The latter do not represent mere "purchasing
power," a simple correspondence between money
and goods, but a power for prescribing, ordering,
.

""••""'
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that is, a set of possibilities for choices and deci
sions with regard to the future, which anticipate
what the production, power relations, and forms
of subjection will be. The power of money as
financing structure does not derive from greater
purchasing power, the capitalist's force does not
depend on his being wealthier than a worker. His
"power derives horn the fact that he controls and
determines the direction of financing flows," in
other words, he disposes of time as decision, as
choice, as the possibility of exploiting, subjugating,
commanding, and managing other men. Money as
purchasing power is, for Deleuze, that through
which labor flows are reterritorialized and linked to
consumption, family, employment, and subjection
(worker, pro£, man, women, etc)-all the assign
ments of the social division of labar. Worker
demands, as with most labor union politics, can
thus be seen as a way of recognizing and accepting
these subjections and power relations. On the
other hand, worker demands and purchasing
power may equally represent the breaking point of
reterritorialization, the rehlsal of these subjections,
provided that the wage flow derives from a flow of
a different type, a different power. In the same
way that capital must transform money (means of
payment) into capital, the proletariat must trans
form the purchasing-power flow into a flow of
autonomous and independent subjectivation, into
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a flow that interrupts the politics of capital, in
order words, into a flow that is at once a refusal of
and flight from the functions and subjections to
which the proletariat has been confined. Capital
has power over the purchasing-power flow of
workers foremost because it controls the financing
flow) it controls time, choice, and decision.43
Money as capital has a power of destruction/
creation that money as purchasing power does not.44
The flow of financing, that is, money as capi
tal, is a mutant power, a creative flow, a set of
('sign powers," because it engages the future,
manifests a force of prescription, and constitutes a
power of destruction/creation that anticipates that
which is not yet present. Financing flows are a
deterritorialized and deterritorializing power, a
' l)ovver that does not emerge after the economic
but is immanent to it. They affect possibilities and
their actualization.
", �.----The substance of money as capital is time, but
less labar time than time as the possibility of
choice, decision, and controL in other words, the
.""J'ce.
power to destroy/create social forms of exploitation
and subjection. Money as a means of payment,
on the other hand, is a "powerless sign," since it
N"C(JI)nS
functions solely as a means to acquire goods that
already exist by establishing "a one-to-one rela
tion between money and an imposed range of
ftodwots."45
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In purchasing power, "money represents a
potential break-deduction on a (given] flow
consumption" (given power telations). In the
financing structure money functions as a potential
"break-detachment" which rearticulares chains
capital valorization and accumulation, reconfigures
the composition of the labor force and the popu
lation, and establishes new forms of subjection.
The specificity of capitalist power does not derive
from rhe mere accumulation of purchasing power
but from the capacity to reconfigure powet rela
tions and processes of subjectivation.46
We should note that in crises the tecovery of
damages due to money as capital ("virtual"
money, since it remains to be fully actualized)
depends on revenue money (wages and public
spending, actual money).
By conceiving o f money as deriving from debt
and by asserting its infinite nature, joined to the
infinite of "production for production's sake,"
Deleuze and Guattari grasped vety early on and
thtoughout their wotk one of the major transfor
mations of modern-day capitalism. This brief
histoty of debt ought to be complemented by a
short history of taxes, since neoliberal policies are
also, and inextricably, fiscal policies. Their analyses,
which we cannot develop furthet hete, are talcen
up especially in Anti-Oedipus.
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Basing himself on the research of Edouard Will,
Michel FOllcault shows how, in certain Greek
tyrannies, the tax on aristocrats and the distribu
tion of money to the poor are a means of bringing
the money back to the rich and a means of

remarkably widening the regime of debts [ . . .J (As

if the Greeks had discovered in their own way what
the Americans rediscovered after the New Deal:
that heavy taXes are good for business.) In a word,
money-the circulation of money-is

for rendering the debt infinite. [ . . .J

the means

[Tlhe abolition

of debts or their accountable transformation

initiates the duty of an interminable service to the

State [ . .] . The infinite creditor and infinite credit
.

have replaced the blocks of mobile and finite debts.
[. . .J [DJebt becomes a

debt of existence,

a debt of

the existence ofthe subjects themselves. A time will
come when the creditor has not yet lent while the
debtor never quits repaying, for repaying is a duty
but lending is an option-as in Lewis Cal'mU's
song, the long song about the infinite debt:

A man may surely claim his dues:
But, when there's money to be lent,

A man must be allowed to choose
Such times as are convenient.47

wewould like to stress the importance of a book
of Anti-Oedipus. In it, the authors ventured onto
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the terrain that the capitalist power bloc had
fuvored for its counter-revolution-by overturning
May '68. Neoliberalism has since confirmed,
through its management of debt, tbe nature of the
2 1 st-century class struggle announced in

Oedipus:

the

univocity ofproduction,

Anti

which affects

the economy and subjectivity equally. The deht
econOlny is an economy that requires a subject

capable of accounting for himself as a future sub

ject, a subject capable of promising and keeping a
promise, a subject that works on the sel£ If classical
political economy along with Marx located the
essence of wealth in subjective activity irreducible
to the sphere of representation, still, they were
perhaps wrong to have it hinge on "!abor." In any
case, as we now better understand how the creditor
debtor relationship functions, it is time to examine
exactly how it fits into the neoliberal economy and
reconfigures the political and social sphere.
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THE ASCENDENCY OF DEBT

IN NEOLl BERALlSM

FOUCAULT AND THE "BIRTH" OF NEOLlBERALlSM

Debt constitutes the most deterritorialized and
the most general power relation through which
the neoliberal power bloc institutes its class struggle.
Debt represents a transversal power relation
llnimpeded by State boundaries, the dualisms of
pr'oduction (active/non-active, employed/unem;;ployed, productive/non-productive), and the
distinction between the economy, the political,
;Aistinctions
and
i:.and the social. It immediately acts at the global
ilevel,
Jevel, affecting entire populations, calling for and
�t.�contributing
ontributing to the ethical construction of the
ndebted man.
indebted
\;. How does this fleld of relations constructed by
· '.debt
debt inhabit different mechanisms of power and
idiff
erent forms of subjectivation? To answer this
different
";qquestion,
uestion, we are going to join the theoretical tools
r·,

�

�(i
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we have recovered with Michel Foucault's thenn,1
of power, whose origin in Nietzsche, our own

starting point, Foucault recognized explicitly.

How has debt, since the 1970s, reconfigured
sovereign, disciplinary, and biopolitical power?
In his important book on neoliberalism, The

Birth ofBiopolities, Foucault, setting aside what he
had argued in the course mentioned above on the
functions of money in ancient Greece, neglects
the functions of finance, debt, and money, even
though these constituted the strategic mechanisms
of neoliberal government starting in the late
1 970s. Indeed, the debt economy appears just

as

much in geopolitical areas (Southeast Asia, Sourh
America, Europe) as among national populations
(Argentina, Greece, Iteland, Spain, Portugal, etc.).
It provides leverage in most social conflicts; its
power is exercised on individuals (family debt), .
thereby embodying the point of view of the
"collective capitalist." We note in passing that the .
transformation of capitalism and its money
occurring in the late 1 970s did not, however, .
escape Deleuze, who summed up the transition
from disciplinary governance

to

contemporary

neoliberalism in this way: "A man is no longer a
man confined [as in disciplinary societies] but a
man in debt [in a control society] ." 1
For Foucault, neoliberals no longer conceive

homo eeonomieus as

the subject of exchange and ·
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the market but as an entrepreneur (of the self) .
Foucault's description of the neoliberal practices
implemented in order to transform the worker
into "human capital" is at once quite enlightening
and misleading. The worker, on his own initiative,
is supposed to guarantee the formation, growth,
accumulation, improvement, and valorization of
the "self' as "capital." No doubt the ('worker" is no
longer considered solely as a mere factor of pro
duction; he is no longer, properly speaking, a labor
force, bur a skill-capital, a "skill-machine," which
goes hand in hand with a "lifestyle, a way of life,"
an "entrepreneurial" ethical position that creates ('a
form of relationship of the individual to himself,
ume, those around him, the group, and the fiunily."2
i Nonetheless, this injunction to make the
individual "a sort of permanent and complex
i\ ent"rprise
enterprise"' occurs within a context-that of the
debt economy-completely different from that
!i:'(ldescribed
esclrib"d by Foucault. The perspective of The
Birth oj.B;'>jJoliti·cs is thus still that of the German
Ordoliberals for whom the industrial firm and
enttept·en.eur were at the heart of the "social market
economy." Foucault remained attached to this
industrial" view of postwar neoliberalism at a
time when, throughout the 1970s, a logic of busi
les.I-·tirtarlcilllboed
ness
- financialized business-became the norm.
With it came a capitalism whose collective interest
epr("etlted by financial entrepreneurs who have
isi'l'represented
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imposed a new "government of conduct" and a
new kind of individualization, which have little
to do with postwar Ordoliberal politics. As
Foucault suggests, neoliberal government must
always act on society itself, by taking charge of
social processes in order to make rOOln within
them for competition and business as well as and
above all (here, a paramount distinction) for debt
and the debt economy.
Ordoliberals advocated for an economic and
social politics whose main objective was the
"deproletarianization" of the population (the
creation of small production units, property
ownership assistance, worker shareholders, etc.).
The latter was supposed to ward off the political
danger posed by large industrial firms in which
the proletariat could organize and become an
autonomous political force, which was the case
from the late 19th century to the beginning of the
20th. A large portion of these "deproletarianization"
policies were enacted through the Welfare State
and through business co-management structures.
The latter made a genuine transfer of wealth to
workers possible while involving them in the
capitalist management o f society: "a wage-earner
who is also a capitalist is no longer a proletarian" 
and that, regardless of the "growing 'salarization'
of the economy." In contemporary neoliberalism,
deproletarianization has taken a leap forward in
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terms of discourse ('(everyone an owner, everyone
an entrep reneur"), but it has been transformed
into its opposite in fact, namely because of wage
depression and State budget cuts. This is how the
debt economy institutes economic and existential
precariousness, which is but the new name for the
old reality: proletarianization-especially of the
middle class and the class of workers in those new
fields of what was once called, before the bubble
burst, the "new economy."
The economy of debt provides a clearer picture
capital's new subjective types to which the
the
of
whole of the population is made to correspond.
The picture is quite different from the one
announced by the new economy of the 1980s and
:1990s as well as from that described by Foucault.
Even though neollberalism equally involves the
economy and subjectivity, "work" and "work on
. - the self," it reduces the latter to an injunction to
become one's own boss, in the sense of "taking
" upon
'�U'U oneself" the costs and risks that business
and the State externalize onto society. The promise
of what "work on the self" was supposed to
�,1t'rin'g
bring to "labor" in terms of emancipation (plea
sure, self-fulfillment, recognition, experimentation
with different forms of life, mobility, etc.) has
been rendered void, transformed into the impera
tive to take on the risks and costs that neither
:Dusill
ess nor the State are willing to undertake. By
business
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capping wages (through wage deflation) and by
drastically red ucing public spending, today's
neoliberal policies produce human capital and
"entrepreneurs of the self' who are more Of less in
debt, more or less poor, but in any case always pre
carious. For the majority of the population,
becoming an entrepreneur of the self is restricted
to managing, according to the terms of business
and competition, its employability, its debts, the
drop in wages and income, and the reduction
public services. With the new social welfare system
in France, for example, "managerial" skills are
demanded of the poor so that they are able to
handle the many responsibilities of "assistance"
and menial jobs. It then becomes unnecessary to
create one's own small business in order to become
an entrepreneur; one need only behave like one,
adopt the same logic, the attitudes, the ways of
relating to the world, to oneself, and to others.
Since the financial crisis following the dot-corn
bubble, capitalism has abandoned the epic narra
tives it constructed around the supposed freedom,
innovation, and creativity of the entrepreneur, the
knowledge society, etc. Now the population has
only to worry itself with what finance, corpora
tions, and the Welfare State "externalize" onto
society-period!
The independence and freedom that eutrepre
neul'ism was supposed to bring to ('labot" have in
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reality led to a greater and more intense dependence
not only on institutions (business, the State,
finance), but also on the selE This independence
might ironically be considered the economy's
colonization of the Fteudian superego, since the
"ideal self" can no longer be limited to the role of
custodian and guarantor of the "morals" and values
of society. In addition and above all, it must be the
custodian and guarantor of the individual's pro
ductivity. We always come back to the coupling of
economics and ethics, work and work on the self.
The ferocious critique leveled in Anti-Oedipus
against Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalysis
can be read as anticipating the expansion of the
" cure" and "analyst/analysand" transference to the
managemenr of the labor force in the corporation
and to the population in society at large. The
increase in psychologists', sociologists', and other
�>;in(ore,!Se
"self-help" experts' interventions, the creation of
""coaching"
co'acllinlg" for better-off workers and obligatory
individual monitoring for the poor and unemployed, the explosion of "care of the self" tech
plC)ye(l,
niques in society-these are symptoms of the new
forms of individual government, which include,
above all, the shaping of subjectivity.
Before exploring how the debt economy forms
mb'jectivity,
subjectivity we need to return in some detail to
the changes the debt economy makes to the
�organization
tganizatio,n of power and the economy at a more
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general level in contemporary societies. This will

allow us to understand how the economy of debt

has radically transformed our possibilities for
action both at a subjective and collective level.

D E BT'S RECONFIGURATION OF SOVEREIGN, DISCIPLi·
NARY, AND BIOPOL/T1CAL POWER

In what way do the debt economy and the creditor
debtor relationship intersect with one of the
most important and innovative categories of
power established b y Foucault? Although providing .
a remarkable real-time analysis of the rise oC
neoliberalism, Foucault was only able to antici
pate in part the reconfiguration of sovereign,
disciplinary, and biopolitical power it would ·
operate.
Sovereign Power
The debt economy first reconfigures the sovereign
power of the State by neutralizing and undermining
one of its regal prerogatives, monetary sovereignty,

that is, the power of destruction/creation of .

money. In the 1970s, "finance" began the process of
pdvatizing money, the source of all privatizations.
We remind the reader that to protect the privati
zation of money imperiled by the 2007 financial
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CflS!S, neoliberals did not hesitate to raise the

prospect of "nationalizing" losses, nationaliza
tions-the State seizure of market freedom
which they viewed with absolute horror.
Finance has appropriated most of the functions
money to such an extent that central bank
bank
of
policies are strongly determined by the financial
sector's demand for liquidity. Bank money, money
that exists Inostly on a computer screen, is issued
by private banks based on a debt-a debt that then
becomes its intrinsic nature such that it is also
called "debt-money" ot "credit money." It is not
attached to any material standard, nor does it refer
to any substance except for the debt relation itself.
In this way, with bank money, not only does one
prodnce debt, but money itself is "debt" and no
, more than a power relation between creditor and
' ,debtor. In the enro zone, the issuance of private
debt/money represents 92.1 % of all the money in
, , ,circulation in the largest money aggregate.
Monetary sovereignty also has to compete with
.fin!ance. Securities negotiated on the stock market
.;";
�t represent
tellfeserlt an "incipient form of money." "Their
liquidity is only partial [butl their cirClllation is
�:\ liqllidlity
already surprisingly vast, not only as a means of
lI"alr,eacly
IF· ,'!reserve
","e!cve, bur also as a means of exchange for certain
':transactions."
traLns:actiorls."3 AB Marazzi suggests, starting in the
1990s, the money supply developed independently
of any kind of quantitative objective set by the
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central monetary authorities. National central
banks restricted themselves to answedng the
demand for liquidity. The "independence" of the
Central Bank with regard to Treasury is, in reality,
a mask for its dependence on the markets.
During the same period, a new power bloc
formed based on the debt economy, uniting what
continues stubbornly to be taken separately: the so
called « real" economy, the "financial" economy, and
the State. The State deliberately transferred its
prerogative of creating money to the "private"
sector. Contrary to what the vast majority of .
economists, experts, and journalists maintain,
there is in fact no competition or conflict between
State financial and monetary policy, but a new
neoliberal alliance bringing together banks, institu
tional investors, private entetprise, governments,
entire swaths of public administration, as well as
the media and academics, etc.-an alliance that has
systematically taken aim at the logic of the Welfare
State and social spending. If there is any conflict,
it is between two conceptions of the State and
State monetaty and social policy. But the neoliberal
bloc came out on top long ago and now holds a
hegemonic position within the economy, public
adlninistration, the State, political parties, business,
and the media. This new bloc of power would

never have seen the light of day without the help of

public authorities (governments on the right as well
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as the left----in France, essentially Socialist govern
ments-States, and central banks) . And as tbe latest

financial crisis has shown, the State (as "lender of
last resort") enables the reprodnction of capitalist

power relations founded on debt.
It has been remarked that, contrary to theories of
the decline of nation-states, tbeir number has in fact
increased ratber tban diminished with tbe rise of
neoliberalism. But tbat misses the point, since what
has changed are the functions of the nation-state,
the ways in which it intervenes, and its purpose. �t

is nonetheless surprising to see how States and
governments never fail ro dance to the ratings
agencies' tune, whether in Greece, Irelalld, Iceland,
Portugal (where tbe governments fell), Spain, Italy,
. or the UK-and that is only the most recent
financial crisis. The agencies are in the service of tbe
financial power bloc and represent one of its strategic
weapons. Ratings agencies, financial investors,4 and

institutions like the �MF have thus been able to
��>inst:itutioJ1S
�; seJ'iollsly undermine State sovereign power. European

Statesnow have no choice but to apply tbe economic
and social policies dictated by the markets (tbat is,
by the economic-political-financial power bloc)
based on the new European stability pact. Elections
in these countries take place against a backdrop of

: eoon()mic programs already determined by the

economic and financial constraints imposed on
them from outside the national territory.
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Disciplinary Power
Having examined how the debt economy recon· ,
figures State sovereign power, it is now necessary
to look at how the debt economy reconfigures the ,
most important disciplinary power described by
Foucault, following Marx-that of private enter·
prise. Indeed, the debt economy revives Keynes's '
euthanasia of the rentier by reestablishing like
never before in the history of capitalism the power
of the shareholder over all other company actors,
especially its workers. Owners of capiral securities,
along with managers, who are themselves trans
formed into shareholders, are the only ones to
benefit from gains in productivity.
Finance has thus put in place a business
"government" whose general principles are the
following: "The primacy of the shareholder over
the director of the company; the subordination
of company management to shareholder interests;
in the case of cunflicts of interest, the primacy of
the shareholder.'" Finance dictates to and imposes
on private fh'rns a new "measure" of value, imple
mented through new international accounting
standards, called IFRS (International Financial
Reporting Standards), developed in the exclusive
interest of investors and shareholders and in
force since January 1 , 2005, in all listed
European corporations. The new accounting is
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supp osed to allow for comparisons between com
panies' financial performance at any point in time
and for any business sector.

The accounting standards consider the company
to be a financial asset whose value is determined
by the market. [ . . .J Only the joint stock company
(an SA corporation, for example) has a legal
existence. On the other hand, the law does not
recognize the economic company, in the sense of
an

entity that produces goods and services.

Company actors other than the shareholders,
notably, the workers, arc not considered owners
of the wealth produced, even if they contribute
to it directly.6
Shareholders and financial institutions decide,
control, and prescribe the forms of valorization,
the accounting procedures, the salary levels, the
organization of labor, the pace, and the productivity
of the company.
The contractualizatioll of "social relations" is
another "innovation" finance has imposed. First
within companies and for several years now within
('public services," it has been part of a process of
individualization that aims to l1cutralize "collec
tive') logics. Even with unetnploYlnent insurance
and welfare assistance, beneficiaries are made to
sign an "individual contract" in order to claim
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their right to compensation. The company, then,
is not a place of conflict between workers and
bosses, nor are public services a place where highly
asymmetrical powers afe exercised between agents
representing the administration and beneficiaries
(the unemployed, the sick, welfare recipients).
The private firm or public institution is a set of

individual contracts

linking different actors who,

in the pursuit of their own individual interest, are
all equal.
There is, therefore, no contradiction but a

vergence between what

con

one persists in calling the

real economy and the virtual economy.

A

large

part of company revenue is made up of financial
revenue. Investments in financial products by
non-financial companies have risen more quicldy
than their so-called productive investments in
machinery or the labor force.

Companies'

dependence on financial revenue continues to
increase. "With the tendency toward the finan
cialization of the non-financial economy, not only
is the manufacturing sector quantitatively domi
nant, but it is in fact the sector that drives the
process." This is all that is needed, Christian
Marazzi argues, for the distinction between the
real economy and the financial economy to disap
pear completely, just as we must stop identifjring
capitalism with industrial capitalism alone, both
from a theoretical and historical point of view.
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Biop olitical Power

Finally, the politics of debt have come to com
pletely pervade what Foucault calls biopower. The
former is not limited to making public spending
the source of new profits for creditors (insurance
and institutional investors) but transforms the
'
very nature of the Welfare State. The "collective"
insurance against risks (old age, illness, unemploy
ment, etc.) has been systematically replaced by
private insurance wherever possible.
By simultaneously reducing social spending
and taxes (reductions that above all benefit business
" and the wealthiest segments of the population),
,
'heoliberal State policies have engaged a twofold
pro,ce,,, : a massive transfer of revenue to business
, and the wealthiest and an expansion of deficits
, " due to fiscal policies, deficits which have in turn
: become a source of revenue for creditors buying
' ; State debt. The "virtuous circle" of the debt
, , economy is thus complete. This has prompted
Warren Buffet, the oracle of the American stock
martket
iha.
rket, to admit with the honesty and lucidity
Oarticllbr to reactionaries: "Everything is going
quite well for the rich in this country. We've never
had it so good. It's a class war, and my class is win
ning " As far as the Welfare State is concerned, the
st""p,"'r process of the neoliberal program consists
in a progressive transformation of "social rights"
The Ascendency of Debt in Neoliberalisrn / 1 03

into "social debts." Neoliberal policies in turn
transform the latter into private debts, in parallel
with the transformation of "beneficiaries" into
"debtors" of unemployment insurance regimes (for
the unemployed) and the State (for beneficiaries of .
welfare programs, etc.).
The transformation of social rights into debts
and beneficiaries into debtors is part of a program
of"patrlmonial lndlvidualisffi)" "whose basis is the
assertion of individual rights, but according to a
completely financial conception of these rights,
rights understood as securities.''7 Unlike what
happens on financial markets, the beneficiary as
"debtor" is not expected to reimburse in actual
money but rather in conduct, attitudes, ways of
behaving, plans, subjective commitments, the
time devoted to finding a job, the time used for
conforming oneself to the criteria dictated by the
market and business, etc. Debt directly entails life
discipline and a way of life that requires "work on
the self," a permanent negotiation with oneself, a
specific form of subjectivity: that of the indebted
man. In other words, debt reconfigures biopolitical
power by demanding a production of subjectivity
specific to indebted man.
In this way, by reconfiguring sovereign, disci
plinary, and biopolitical power, the debt economy
fulfills at once political, productive, and distribu
tive functions.
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NSOLIBERAL GOVERNMENTAL1TY AND DEBT: HEGEMONY
OR GOVERNMENT?

What Is Capitalism?
Baving looked at how the debt economy recon
figures different forms of power, we must now
turn more specifically to how power is exercised
within capitalism. What does the debt economy
mean and what relationship does it establish
between financial capital, industrial capital, and
the State? Can we speak ofthe hegemony offinancial
capitalism over orher forms of capital (industrial,
commercial)? These are formidable questions, whose
terms may not be the best.
It is useless to look for a foundation of what
.

goes by the name of capitalism (industry, finance,
the State, or even knowledge production), since
there is no single site from which power relations
emerge; there is no single place, institution, one
mechanism more strategic than the others, in
which capitalist power might be accumulated and
from which transformations-whether neoliberal
or revolutionary-might be effectuated. There is
no one type of relation (economic, political, debt,
knowledge) capable of containing, totalizing, and
dominating the others. Every economic, political,
or social mechanism produces effects of power
specific to it, requires specific tactics and strategies,
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and affects the "governed" according to different
processes of subjection and subjugation
[asservissementl. But how, then, is it possible to
speak of the debt economy at all? What I am
calling the debt economy is an arrangement that
holds this multiplicity together. The unity is not
systemic but operational, that is to say that it
constitutes a "politics" which gives rise to always
partial and temporary compositions and unifica
tions. In any case, within capitalism, "politics" is
always defined relative to the priorities and
imperatives of class conflict.
the ..J
The need to respond to and move beyond the
power relations that crystallized around May '68
.
has led to the creation of a power bloc actingoften by trial and error-on different mechanisms .,.
.
of power at the same time (at times favoring the
market, at others business or the State). But the
underlying framew01'k connecting these mecha
nisms has been the creditor-debtor relationship,
which has not always had the same influence or
the same function but has in practice shown itself
to be the most useful and effective. The crisis of
2007 increased its usefulness and effectiveness
even more in the eyes of the neoliberal power
bloc, for it combined the "extraction of surplus
value" and control of the population at a breadth
and depth of which industrial capitalism is inca
pable. The creditor-debtor relationship is most

j
I

I"•.

1

.•
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effective for dealing with crises in the liberal
dynamic, since it brings the issue of property to
the fore. For all that, are we really talking about
hegemony? The Gramscian concept of "hegemony"
(the hegemony of financial capital) seems less
relevant here than Foucault's "governmentality."
Capitalism is not a structure or a system: it
develops, transforms, plans, integrates more or
less well-adapted procedures according to impera
tives of exploitation and domination. The power
of capitalism, like the world it alms to appropriate
and control, is always in the process ofbeing made.
The power bloc amassed around the debt economy
is constituted through power relations that are
at once heterogeneous-because responding to
different logics (the State with its sovereign func
tions, Welfare State control of the population;
industry and its capital accumulation through
labor; finance, which claims to have no need of
labor; the political, which creates consensus,
etc.)-and complementary, because the power
bloc faces a common "enemy." The class struggle
unites and consolidates these relations or splits
and weakens them. Their uniry and internal
power relations are part of a political process in
composition that cannot be taken a priori.
Governmentality has produced a collective
capitalist---{ls Lenin would put it-which is not
concentrated in finance, but operates throughout
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business,

administration, service industries,

political parties, the media, and the university.
This political subjectivation provides capitalists
with the same education, the same vision of the
economy and society, the same vocabulary, the
same methods, in short, the same politics.
Although neoliberal governmentality is undoubt
edly based on debt, which encompasses the other
power relations in an increasingly problematic
way, its development must be historicized, since,
in moving from one political moment to another,
its form changes. The governmentality Foucault
describes in

The Birth ofBiopolitics does not seem

sufficient for understanding what it implies from
the 1 990s on, when governmentality began to
limit the freedom which Foucault made the con
dition of "liberalism." The freedom in liberalism is
always and primarily the freedom of private own
ership and owners. When the "rights of man" are
threatened-by a crisis, a revolt, or some other
phenomenon-regimes of governmentality other
than liberal governmentality are required in order
to ensure their durability. In this way, the problem
of "governing as little as possible" first created the
conditions for, then gave way to, as has always
been the case in the history of capitalism, ever
more authoritarian politics. To read

Biopolitics

The Birth of

in the light of what is taking place

today is to be struck by a certain political naivete,
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since the parable of "liberalism" always describes,
leads to, the same thing: crisis, limitations on
democracy and "liberal" freedoms, and the insti
tution of more or less authoritarian regimes
according to the intensity of the class struggle to
wage in order to maintain the "privileges" of pri
vate property.
We must therefore examine pragmatically and
historically the function of different power rela
tions, asking ourselves not what capitalism is but
how it functions with regard to the class struggle,
which only the great reactionaries, like Warren
Buffet, talk about with any relevance.
The Subprime Crisis
This is why rhe current crisis is not only a financial
crisis but also a lailure of neoliberal governmentality
of society. The mode of government founded on
business and proprietary individualism has failed.
By revealing the nature of power relations, the
crisis has led to lunch more "repressive" and
"authoritarian" forms of control, which no longer
bother with the rhetoric of the 1 980s and 1990s
of greater "freedom/' creativity, and wealth.
The genealogy and development of the subprime
crisis uncovers how the power bloc functions, how
the "real" ecollOlny, finance, and the State repre
sent the moving parts of the same mechanism and
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the same political project-what we have called
the debt economy. Here again, the "real" economy
and financial "speculation" are inseparable.
Whereas the "real" economy impoverishes the
governed as "wage-earners" (through wage
freezes, precarization, etc.) and possessors of
social rights (through narrower income redistri
bution, decreases in social services, unemployment
insurance, and student grants, etc.), finance
claims to enrich them through credit and stock.
No direct or indirect wage hikes (pensions);
instead, consumer credit and the push for stock
market investment (pension funds, private
insurance). No l'ight to housing; instead, real
estate loans. No right to tuition; instead, university
loans. No risk mutualization (unemployment,
health, retirement, etc.); instead, investment in
private insurance.
The wage-earner and the beneficiary of public
programs must earn and spend as little as possible
in order to reduce labor costs and the costs of
public services, whereas the consumer must spend
as much as possible in order to use up production.
But in modern-day capitalism, the worker, the
beneficiary, and the consumer are all one and the
same. This is where finance steps in to resolve the
paradox. Neoliberal economic growth creates ever
greater disparities in income and power by impover
ishing workers, public assistance beneficiaries, and a
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portion of the middle class, while simultaneously
aiming to make them rich through a mechanism
best exemplified by subprime credit: income
redistribution that leaves profits untouched;
redistribution while reducing taxes (above all for
business and the rich); redistribution while cutting
into wages and social spending. With declines in
wages and the destruction of the Welfare State,
credit is the only solution if everyone is to get
rich. How does this kind of politics function?
"You don't make much money? Not a ptoblem!
Take out loans to buy a house, its value will
increase, and that will serve as collateral on new
loans." But once interest rates rise, the whole
mechanism of inCOlne ( distribution" through
debt and financing collapses.
The logic of debt!credit is a political logic for
governing social classes within globalization. The
way subprimes have worked offers a paradigmatic
example.
The boom in real estate and easy credit were two
ways to pacifY workers and the middle class and
make them go along with the long-term program
of the "liberal system," When we wanted to buy
a house, a car, or a vacation to Paris on credit, we
were made to believe in the success of globaliza
tion. Now people are beginning to realize that
this was a Wall Street strategy for robbing them
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of everything they owned. Now they don't know
where to turn, because their house was their last
reserve in case of an emergency.8
The American economy is fundamentally a debt
economy. Within it finance does not primarily
represent specnlation but rather is the driver and
determines the nature of growth. On Jnne 30,
2008, the aggregate US debt-for families, bnsi
nesses, banks, and government-exceeded $51
trillion, compared to a GDP of$14 trillion. I n the
US, the average household debt increased by 22%
over the eight years nnder George W. Bush. The
amount of unpaid loans rose by 15%. Student debt
doubled. Learning how to "live with debt" has now
been made part of certain American school curricnla.
Demand no longer increases by and large
through State deficits bnt throngh private debt,
which unloads the costs and risks on "indebted"
families. Over the last sevel'al years, their deht has
been a major contributing factor to the rise and
expansion of finance. And lest we forget, real
estate loans set off the latest financial crisis. In
other words, as Christian Marazzi argues, we have
moved from public deficit spending to private
deficit spending in order to prop up the global
demand for goods and services. The public deficit
has not, of course, disappeared, especially in the
US, where income taxes are largely insufficient to
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offset the growth in public spending. However,
global demand has been maintained through
financial markets and banks, as in the case of
subprime loans.
Finance is a war machine for privatization,
which transforms social debt into credit, into indi
vidual insurance, and rent (shareholders) and,
thus, individual property. Stop by your bank:
finance has discovered the most ingenious tech
niques for transforming everyone into credit-card
wielding owners and consumers. "Speculation" has
not failed, nor the supposed uncoupling of finance
and the real economy, but the claim that everyone
can get rich without affecting the private property
regime. Property is the stumbling blodr of all capi
talist politics:

hie Rhodus, hie sa/tal At this level, the

class struggle manifests itself in the opposition
between two models of wealth ('socialization":
rights for all and mutualized risks and costs versus
individual credit and insurance. What has failed is
the political project of transforming everyone into
"human capital" and entrepreneurs of the selE
With the subprime market, capitalists believed in
their own ideology of transforming everyone into
"owners," even the poorest of the working and mid
dle classes. "Everyone an owner!" proclaimed
Sarkozy's election platform in

2007, borrowing

from Bush's proclamation of an "ownership society."
What has proved true, however, is that the majority
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of the population has been converted into debrors
and a minority into rentiers. The failure of propri
etary individualism brings the debt economy to
the fore as well as the least pleasant aspect of the
creditor-debtor relationship: repayment.
The objectives of the debt economy are thor
oughly political: the neutralization of collective
attitudes (mutualization, solidarity, cooperation,
rights for all, etc.) and the memory of the collective
struggles, action, and organization of "wage
earners" and the "proletariat." Growth gained on
credit (finance) aims to diffuse the conflict.
Having to confront subjectivities that consider
public assistance, retirement, education, etc., as
collective rights guaranteed by past struggle is not
the same thing as goveruing "debtors," small busi
ness owners, and minor shareholders.
The subprime crisis is thus not solely a financial
crisis. It also marks the failure of the political
program of proprietary and patrimullial indivi
dualism. The crisis is highly symbolic in that it
strikes at the emblem par excellence of "individual
property" : home ownership. In the short term, the
failure of neoliberal politics provides the occasion for
the power bloc instituted by the debt economy to
benefit from the crisis in which the whole world
now finds itsel£
Who is going to pay the mountains of debt
piled up to save the banks and the system of
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power of the debt economy? The response coming
from the neoliberal power bloc could not be
dearer. Yet it relies on a strategy over which the
neoliberal sorcerer's apprentices may not have
any control.

The Sovereign Debt Crisis
The debt problem is still very much with us. It has
only shifted from private debt to sovereign State
debt. The enormous sums that States have handed
over to banks, insurance companies, and institu
tional investors must now be "reimbursed" by
the taxpayers (and not by the shareholders and
purchasers of stock). The highest costs will be
borne by wage-earners, beneficiaries of public
programs, and the poorest of the population.
Banks were saved through the use of "public"
money to nationalize their losses. The State injected
a money flow into society-which is, as Deleuze
has shown us, a flow of power-in order to
reestablish and reinforce the power relation
between creditors and debtors. States have not
rescued a functional structure of real economy
financing, but rather a mechanism for domination
and exploitation specific to modern-day capitalism.
And, in a cynical turn, the costs of reestablishing.
this relation of exploitation and domination will
have to be paid for by its victims.
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A new political moment has begun whose
consequences are impossible to foresee. The
drive to profit from the crisis in order to fully
accomplish the neoliberal program (by reducing
wages to subsistence levels, reducing public
spending, transforming the Welfare State, accele
rating privatizations) is risky for Capital because
it weakens the State, a fundamental structure for
political control and the formation of subjectivity.
It also energizes the class struggle. Believing their
own rhetoric, according to which the market can
do without the State, ratings agencies opened
hostilities when they revealed their attack on
sovereign debt (Europe's first of all). By purting
States on the verge of default, the agencies have
compelled deficit countries to impose the social
and wage policies which neoliberals have
dreamed of since the 1970s. Because "there is no
choice," creditors, already fattened on forty
'
years worth of preying on public debt, will have
to be reimbursed. After having lowered wages,
Greece, in 2 0 1 0, moved back the retirement age,
froze pensions, increased the VAT, and imple
mented, under orders from Europe and the IMF,
a second economic plan. The latter, adding austerity
to austerity, forecasts 6 billion euros in savings in
20 1 1 , 26 billion from 20 12 to 2015, privatizations
(electricity, the lottery, Athens's former airport,
ports, marinas) coming to 50 billion euros, an
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additional two and a half hours to the work
week, and the elimination of 200,000 public
sector jobs. In 2010, 1 20,000 stores closed, in
20 1 1 , 6,000 restaurants, whose clientele had
already dtopped by 54% on average. Everything
worth anything must go. That revenue drops
proportionally for the State budget does not
seem to worry the IMF nor that bastion of
neoliberalism, Europe. The only thing that matters
is that creditors are repaid (and above all German
and French banks, which, because they hold
"
Greek debt obligations, will be saved with "public"
c
money for a second time). To ensure that the
program works, the sale of all these assets will be
under the close scrutiny, if not the control, of
foreign experts. Under the new "assistance" plan,
;. Greek debt went from 150 to 170% of GDp'9
European and IMF rescue plans are also in the
process of plunging Ireland into a recession with
no end in sight.
,
In an interview in La Stampa on July 9, 20 1 1 ,
�
f. the American economist John Coffee discussed
t Italy's public debt, which had just fallen prey to
market attacks, and what lay behind the Greek
rescue. In response to a question regarding Italian
debt, whose obligations are held in large part by
. . Italian "families," that is, by small and very small
,
savers, he remarked:

�.
�
�
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In absolute terms, it is true that if the debt is in
the hands of actual families, that offers some sta
bility. But we are in a phase where Greek risks
default and the European Central Bank wants to
avoid it in order to save the French and German
banks that would suffer the fallout. If, on the
other hand, Italy were to default, most of the
weight would fall on families and not on
European banks. This might push the ECB to
help Greece more than Italy. The markets arc
well aware of this and behave accordingly.

The markets are well aware of it, whereas journalists,
it seems, are not. Can we even imagine what
would happen if the media had the courage to say
the truth, replacing every "Greek rescue)) with
"French and German bank rescue"? Things would
be happening within an entirely different political
framework.
Portugal, after four austerity plans in one year
to try to escape European and IMF rescue plans,
which impose conditions, as Brazilian ex-president
Lula recently recalled, that make problems worse
rather than better, ended np having to accept $80
billion in aid which it immediately disbursed
among its French, Spanish, and German creditors
(banks), which hold the lion's share of its debt. As
for Icelanders, they will have to pay 12,000 eutos
per person for one private bank's defanlt. The
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only citizens to have been asked by referendum,
they twice refused the austerity plans proposed.
The British government has implemented an
austerity plan that looks to reduce public spending
by 8 1 billion pounds (92.7 billion euros) by 2015,
which means an average drop of 28% for local
community budgets over the period. In those
European countries which the ratings agencies have
yet to descend upon, and even in countries like
Germany, austerity plans figured in the billions of
euros have been put in place, affecting workers,
incomes, and ways of life especially among the
most vulnerable.
But it is in the US, the epicenter of the crisis and
the cradle of neoliberalism, that neoconservative
politicians are threatening to mal« the most of the
financial crisis by following the neoliberal logic to
the end. The Democrat Barack 0 bama boasts of
having negotiated the largest cut in public spending
ever made in the US, as if he were priding himself
on signing a new New Deal, only in reverse. In
November 2010, he made an agreement with the
majority-Republican Congress to prolong by rwo
years the tax cuts George W. Bush had given to
the wealthiest Americans. The Bush-Obama law
extends the tax cuts even to those malting more
than $250,000. The income bracket represents
only 5% of the population, whereas their taxes
account for more than 40% of income tax revenue.
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In exchange fOl" peanuts for the unemployed, the
rich received $315 billion over two years. To have
an idea of the size of the handout, one should
remember that the US government investment
in the economy came to $800 billion in 2008,
the highest level in the country's history. Neo
conservatives are having a high time drastically
redncing "welfare" spending at the state level as
they wait to do the same at the federal level. In a
recent book, Arianna Huffington reminds us that
such cuts are already law in forty-five states.IO In
February, 20 1 1 , over the course of three days
thousands descended on Madison, Wisconsin, to
pl'Otest the proposals of the new Republican
governor, Scott Walker. He had been elected on
the promise of reducing deficits while lowering
taxes at the same time. His plan was supposed to
allow the state to save $300 million over the next
two years (the state's budget deficit is around $5.4
billion). The debt reduction plan included a partial
freeze on state-employee wages, a dl'Op in employee
pensions as well as in other social services, and
the elimination of union organizing rights,
which is not the least of austerity plan objectives
the world over.
The negotiations over the debt ceiling between
Democrats and Republicans looked like a carica
ture-though unfortnnately a very real one-of
the struggle between social classes in the US.
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Conservatives refuse to touch the scandalous tax
cuts on the wealthy and businesses and want to
reduce the deficit through savage cuts on public
spending, in other words, they want to apply to
the federal budget what is already happening in
states around rhe country.
Since the early 2000s France has quickly made
up the ground it had lost to the US with regard
to fiscal policies favoring the rich (especially the
richest of rhe rich) ! ' and corporations. The
debate in spring 20 1 1 about welfare assistance
and the wealth tax is another version of the class
struggle carried out through fiscal and social
policies, with the aim of enforcing a "double
penalty" on beneficiaries of welfare assistance
(400 euros per month). Blamed for their situa
tion, the latter are supposed to respect the
"duties" imposed on them (the obligation to have
their cases monitored, to accept any reasonable
employment after two refusals, etc.) and, fur
thermore, work for free, while the government
cuts checks of several billion euros to those paying
the wealth tax, cutting the rate for the richest by
nearly three-quarters (from I .S% to 0.5% on
more than 1 7 million euros). Tax exemptions,
another mechanism for "assisting" the wealthiest,
represent between 60 and so billion euros per
year, a handout with nothing asked in return,
neither in terms of duties nor in terms of "socially
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useful work"-billions of euros which the least
well-off will have to pay for.
Through sovereign debt, indebted man may
end up becoming the most widespread economic
existential condition in the world. The blow to
neoliberal governmentality from the subprime
crisis will, in the short run, be transformed into a
victory for the universal debt economy. It is there
fore essential to see how, through the sovereign
debt crisis, the logic of debt has come to pervade
what Foucault called "the soeial."

DEBT AND THE SOCIAL WORLD

Three Kinds of Debt: Private, Sovereign, and Social
During periods of crisis such as the one occurring
right now, it is not hard to see what "confl
dence"-sp okcn about ad llausealn by politicians,
economists, and experts-really means. It certainly
has nothing to do with other people, oneself, or
the world. Instead, it has to do with those mecha
nisms of power capable of reproducing and
governing capitalist relations of exploitation and
domination. In particular, it has to do with
money and sovereign debt with the State standing
guarantor of last resort of their continuity. Private
money (debt) has shown for the umpteenth time
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that it can guarantee the reproduction and gov
ernment of power relations solely through greed,
privatization, and the exploitation of every physical,
intellectual, and ethical resource. If it does any
thing at all, the State does nothing to reestablish
confidence but rather "security," which the State
alone can guarantee.
Coordinating private debt always requires the
intervention of State transcendence. In the final
analysis, it is sovereign debt and not the market
that makes possible and guarantees the circulation
of private debt. The privatization of money thus
inevitably leads to what market liberals are sup
posedly horrified of-namely, State intervention.
That is what the current crisis reveals: the private
issuance of credit money has required the State to
intervene, since private debt is incapable of imma
nent coordination (self-regulation of the market).
And it is at this point that something surprising
has happened) which denlonstrates the "madness"
of capitalism. Sovereign debt has become the
target of speculation and exploitation on the part
of creditors and their representatives, who have
sought to systematically destroy the very visible
hand that saved them. We would be the last to
lament the "madness" undermining one of the
mainstays of control over the population-the
nation-State and its administration. From one
financial crisis to the next, we have now entered a
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period of permanent CrISIS, which we shall call
"catastrophe" to refer to the discontinuity of the
concept of crisis itself.
With money and credit, then, we rediscover
the impasses of capitalism described by Foucault
in The Birth ofBiopolities. In order to govern the
heterogeneity of both the economic and political
spheres, a third element, a third point of refer
ence, is needed: the social. The political power of
the sovereign, according to Foucault, is exercised
within a territory and over subjects of right, a
territory also inhabited by economic subjects,
who, instead of having rights, have (economic)
interests. Homo economicus is a heterogeneous
figure that homo juridicus cannot completely
account for. Economic man and the subject of
right involve two radically differenr constitutional
processes: every subject of right becomes integrated
into a political community through a dialectics of
renunciation, since political constitution presup
poses that the legal subject transfer his rights to
someone else. Economic man, on the other hand,
becomes integrated into the economic whole
through a spontaneous proliferation of his interests,
all of which he retains. Indeed, it is only by
maintaining his own selfish interesr that every
one's needs can be met. According to Foucault,
neither legal theory, nor economic theory, neither
law, nor the market is capable of reconciling this
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heterogeneity. Another domain, another field, a
new system of reference is needed that is neither
the entirety of snbjects of right nor the entirety of
economic subjects. In order for governmentality
to conserve its global character, in order for it not
to split into two branches (the art of governing
economically and the art of governing juridically),
liberalism has invented and implemented a set of
techniques for government it applies within a
whole new system of reference: civil society, society,
or the social. Society is supposed to be the aim of
this great mechanism which reached its height of
development in "welfare." In order to govern, the
Welfare State must be introduced between the
economy and the political system, and social
rights must be introduced between political rights
and economic interests.
Society is not the space in which a certain dis
tance or a certain autonomy is created with
respect to the State; rather, it is the conelate of
governmental techniques. Society is not a primary
and immediate reality but part of the modern
technology of government, its product.
Debt operates in the same way. Between private
debt and sovereign State debt, "social debt" (the
Welfare State) must be introduced, a debt whose
management, through what Foucault describes as
a technique of "pastoral" control, makes it possible
to individualize the government of behavior and
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totalize the regulation of the population. This is
how processes of subjectivation, which we afe now
going to explore, and the more macroeconomic
aspects of the debt economy are linked, and why
it has seemed to ns indispensable to consider
them together. It is especially important to do so
given that the failure of neoliberal governmentality
brought on by the latest economic and financial
crisis will undoubtedly intensifY the debt econo
my's investment of the social sphere in Western
societies.
Accordingly, the organization of the market,
the State, and the social, which defines the gov
ernment of society for Foucault, corresponds to
the organization of the three kinds of debt which
define the government of money/debt: private
debt, sovereign debt, and social debt (the debt of
the Welfare State). In order for governmentality to
work, individualizing and totalizing management
of social debt must be introduced between the
polarizations capitalism continuously reproduces
(the individualism of the market and the collec
tivism of the State, the freedom of the individual
and the totalizing freedom of the State, etc.).
Events occurring since the 1990s and greatly accel
erating over the 2000s reveal a gap in Foucault's
thinking in The Birth of Biopolitics, however. In
the current crisis, the heterogeneity between
homo economicus and homo juridicus is no longer
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maintained by the "social" but by the production
of homo debitor (indebted man).
To convert the production of the social into the
production of indebted man, changes must be
made in the Welfare State, which is what the
power bloc built around a politics of debt has
been attempting to do for the last forty years.
Here again, the theoretical tools we now have in
our arsenal help us to grasp what the production
of indebted man implies. Since the start of the
latest financial crisis, we have seen a decisive turn
in such a direction. The batrles that once were
fought over wages are now being fought over debt,
and especially public debt, which represents a
kind of socialized wage. Indeed, neoliberal aus
terity policies are concentrated in and fundamen
tally implemented through restrictions on all
social rights (retirement, health care, unemploy
ment, etc.), reductions in public services and
employment, and wages for public workers-all
for the purpose of constituting indebted man.
The production of the social through "welfare"
used to act as an instrument for control over the
lives of beneficiaries and as a means of reforming
income redistribution and access to myriad services
and rights. At present, the reformist route is
blocked; only control remains, exercised through
a politics of debt. From a means of capitalist
reform, the Welfare State has become a means by
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which to establish authoritarian regimes. The
function of the Welfare State has thus completely
changed. Under these circumstances, a new New
Deal is quite simply impossible. There is no
question of economic equilibrium or economic
imperatives, but rarher of a politics of totalization
and individualization of authoritarian control
over indebted man. It is this fact that explains why
it is impossible to return to reformist capitalism.
Hypocrisy; Cynicism, and Distrust in the
Techniques of Debt Subjectivation

The theories of Marx and Nietzsche which we
have thus far put to use also prove quite effective
in helping to explain the way in which the debt
economy forms the processes of subjectivity pro
duction. On the one hand, it appropriates and
transforms from within what Foucault calls pas
toral power: "an art of conducting, directing,
leading, guiding, taking in hand, and manipulating
men, an art of monitoring them and urging them
on step by step, an art with the function of taking
charge of men collectively and individually
throughout their life and at every moment of
their existence."12 We are going to trace these
processes of control and subjectivity production
that today's Welfare State institutions execute on
beneficiaries (the unemployed, poor workers, and
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welfare recipients). On the other hand, evaluation,
whose importance within the debt economy
both Nietzsche and Marx recognized, has
become an extremely effective governmental
technique in every sphere-economic, social, as
well as education (especially at the university
level)-for classifYing, hierarchizing, and dividing
the governed. Earlier we examined "objective
debt," how it functions systemically or machinically.
Now we shall look at the effects of "subjective
debt," of "existential" debt, on the behavior of
the governed.
In the text from 1 844 we have already looked
at, Marx adds that the affective environment in
which the relationship between creditor and
debtor occurs in both public and private sectors is
ruled by hypocrisy, cynicism, and distrust.
Mutual dissimulation, hypocrisy and sanctimo
niousness are carried to extreme lengths [ . . . ] .
[OJwing to this completely nominal existence of
money, counterfeiting cannot be undertaken by
man in any other material than his own person,
he has to make himself into counterfeit coin,
obtain credit by stealth, by lying, etc., and this
credit relationship-both on the part of the man
who trusts and of dle man who needs tl'ust
becomes an object of commerce, an object of
mutual deception and misuse. 13
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We find this same affective environment in the
modern-day Welfare State. With neoliberalism, the
creditor-debtor relationship redefines biopolitical
power, since the Welfare State not only intervenes in
the "biology" of the population (birth, death, illness,
risks, etc.), it requires ethico-political work on the
self, an individualization involving a mix of respon
sibility, guilt, hypocrisy, and distrust. When social
rights (unemployment insurance, the minimum
wage, healthcare, etc.) are transformed into social
debt and private debt, and beneficiaries into debtors
whose repayment means adopting prescribed
behavior, subjective relations between "creditor"
institutions, which allocate rights, and ('debtors," who
benefit from assistance Of services, begin to function
in a radically different way, just as Marx foresaw.

I

If the mnemotechnics neoliberal government

puts in place are usually not as goty and cruel as
those described by Nietzsche (torture, mutilation,

etc.), their purpose reluains the same: to construct
memory, inscribe "guilt" in the mind and body,
fear and "bad conscience" in the individual eco
nomic subject. In order for the power of debt over
the subjectivity of the welfare user to have its
effect, the logic of individual and collective rights
must be replaced by a logic of credit (investments
of human capital) .
I came to understand this phenomenon in all
its violence while doing research and activist work
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with the Coordination des intermittents et pre
caires d'lIe-de France (CIP) (Coordination of
Intermittent and Precarious Workers of Ile-de
France),I4 I have transcribed some remarks below
from the study groups carried out with intermittent
workers and welfare recipients that attest to the
end of an era of "social rights." The transformation
of unemployment compensation into deht is part
of a long process in which we have witnessed tech
niques for making a debtor "subject." Indeed,
rights are universal and automatic since they are
recognized socially and politically, but deht is
administered

by

evaluating

"morality"

and

involves the individual as well as the work on the
self which the individual must undertake. The
logic of debt now structures and conditions the
process of individualization, a constant of social
policies. Each individual is a particular case which
must be studied carefully, because, as with a loan
application, it is the debtor's future plans, his style
of Hfe, his "solvency" that guarantees reimburse
ment of the social debt he owes. AB with bank

credit, rights are granted on the basis of a personal

application, following review, after information
on the individual's life, behavior, and modes of
existence has been obtained. The individualization
carried out by credit institutions introduces
arbitrariness and chance, since everything is
indexed, not to general and equal standards, but
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to the idiosyncrasies of each subjectivity. One
intermittent worker described the process in the
following way:
The payment and amottnt of compensation are
determined by my conduct at work (with a big
dose of morality involved: a bonus for seniority,
perseverance, consistency, "professionalism," etc.).
My unemployment office "file" (where they figure
out the compensation) is specially adapted to my
"case"; they measure me out a custom-made suit
and my case becomes more and more specific. It
is an up-ta-date, personal "profile." There is little
possibility of getting back to some kind of com
mon measure that would be dearly stated and the
same for everyone.

The individualization carried out by institutions
now involves "morality" by mobilizing the "self,"
since the debtor's future actiuns must be 11101ded,
his uncertain future established in advance. Future
behavior and conduct must be structured and con
trolled. Within neoliberalism, what the institution
judges, appraises, and measures is, in the end, the
style of life of individuals, who must be made to
conform to the conception of the "good life" of the
economy. Evaluations reflect the modes of exis
tence, the ways of being of those who judge and,
thus, of the economy.15 The following are short
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excerpts from the workshops we undertook with
public assistance beneficiaries as part of our
research. The focus of our meeting was the "indi
vidual interview" Ca monthly appointment with a
counselor who " follows" unemployment insurance
recipients, actualizing what FoucanIt called
"pastoral power"), which specifically targets benefi
ciaries' style of life, their modes of being.
She once asked me what I was interested in or
what I wanted to do with my life or why I had
chosen to do what I had been doing aod I turned
the question around on her: "And you, why are
you in social workt' Because I dlOUght it was all
going a bit too far; I didn't have to tell het whole
my life story. [ . J I think if she kept on going like
. .

that it had to do with the image she had of me,

how she understood my situation: that I'm some
one who hasnt found her way, her career, and that
she has lo hdp me betcer understand what's going
on with me, because I have skills but I have to
find my career path. I couldn't tolerate that kind
of relationship where I had to justifY myself, tell
her my life story; aod so I told her absolutely
nothing. She must have thought I was crazy.

The relationship with the institution always
comes down to the user's " self." It requires the
user/debtor to constantly consider the "self," to
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negotiate and compete with oneself As Nietzsche
says, the main purpose of debt lies in its construc
tion of a subject and a conscience, a self that
believes in its specific individuality and that stands
as guarantor of its actions, its way of life (and not
only employment) and takes responsibility for
them. The techniques used in the individual inter
views, which intrude on one's private life, that
which is most subjective, push the welfare recipient
to examine his life, his plans, and their validity. The
State and its institutions act on suhjectivities,
mobilize the "innermost depths of the human
heart," in order to orient behavior.
The skills assessments, for example, they ask you to
do all the time-and whatever you might think it's
supposed to be about, there is always a part of it
that intrudes on your personal life. I lmow people
who have done detailed skills assessments and
despite being super geared toward fmdlng a job, the
exercise isn't for everyone. It's something you're not
necessarily used to doing, a lrind of assessment of
your life where you start to ask yourself questions,
you think about yourself, like a kind of invasion of
privacy oouched in really appalling laoguage, but
that still mal«s you think.

In "individual monitoring," one is expected to come
clean. Once a month, those on public assistance
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must talk about themselves (or make a show of
themselves) and justifY what they are doing with
their lives and their time. But even in the case
where the recipient resists this invasion of privacy,
the violence against his person and his subjectivity,
he is no less troubled by the "work on the self"
these institutions oblige him to undertake.
Within the system of debt, the individualization
of Welfare State policies is no longer solely disci
plinary, since it entails a detailed analysis of the
ability to "tepay," which is repeatedly assessed on
an individual basis. It always implies a "moral"
evaluation of the individual's actions and modes
of life. Repayment will be made not in money but
through the debtot's constant efforts to maximize
his employability, to take a proactive role in his
integration into the work or social environment,
to be available and flexible on the job market.
Debt repayment is part of a standardization of
behavior that requires conformity to the life
norms dictated by the institution. This "subjec
tive" relation between the public sector worker
and the public assistance recipient, rather than
moving beyond fetishism by reestablishing the
"relation of man to man" spoken of by Marx,
teveals itself instead as the source and height of
the cynicism and hypocrisy of our "financialized"
society. Continuous cynicism and hypocrisy not
only in relations between bankers and customers,
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but also in relations between the State and the
users of social services. In the same way as credit
turns trust into distrust, the Welfare State suspects
all users, and especially the poorest, of being
cheats, of living at society's expense by taking
advantage of public assistance instead of working.
Under the conditions of ubiquitous distrust created
by neoliberal policies, hypocrisy and cynicism
now form the content of social relations.
In the same way, according to Marx, as credit
encroaches on the private life of the person who
applies for it by "spying" on him, the Welfare
State invites itself into individuals' private lives in
order to control the users' existence:
Here it is also glaringly evident that distrust is the
basis of economic trust; distrustful calculation
whether credit ought to be given or not; spying
into the secrets of the private life, etc. [, . ,J As
regards government loans, the state occupies
exactly the same place as the man does in the
earlier example . . . Owing to the fact that in the
credit system the moral recognition of a man, as
also trust in the state, etc" take the form of credit,
the secret contained in the lie of moral recogni
tion, the immoral vileness of this morality, as also
the sanctimoniousness and egoism of that trust in
the state, become evident and show themselves

for what they really are. 16
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"Spying into the secrets of the private life" of
assistance applicants is what welfare agents
increasingly do, since underlying their work is
"distrust" of the POOl', the unemployed, precarious
workers, all the potential "cheats" and "profiteers."
Institutions are not satisfied with intruding into
a person's private life, with monitoring recipients'
behavior. They enter people's private lives physically.
Through their functionaries, they invite themselves
into h01nes in order to investigate recipients' styles
oflife: an agent shows up at a person's home, enters
the apartment or house, inspects the rooms, the
bathroom to check how many toothbrushes there
are, asks to see the electricity and phone bills, rent
receipts, asks about lifestyle, and above all checks if
the person is living alone. Indeed, if a partner is
present, the latter is snpposed to provide for one's
needs, and then public assistance is stopped.
Debt operates not only in the manipulation of
e1l0fIIlOUS quantities of money, in sophisticated
financial and monetary policies; it informs and
configures techniques for the control and production
of users' existence, without which the economy
would not have a hold on subjectivity.
Evaluation and Debt

Out of those texts by Nietzsche and Marx examined
earlier, another, eminently topical consideration
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comes to light. It is through debt that evaluation
as a technique for governing behavior comes to
takes hold, a technique that today is employed in
every economic and social sphere.
Heterodox economics, which studies financial
power, seems to confirm Nietzsche's and Marx's
intuition. Unlike the opacity and secretiveness that
characterizes the factoty and industty, financial
power is essentially a power of "public" evaluation,
whose claim is to malce all organizations transparent,
to malte visible and thus assessable (measurable) the
relations and behavior of the actors in each insti
tution, whether it is a corporation, unemployment
insurance, medicine, or the university. The creditor
debtor relationship entails a radical change in the
measure of value. We have moved from an objective
measure to a subjective one, carried out through
evaluation. Thus Andre Orlean's argument:
The power of the market is d1t: power of public
evaluation [ . . . J . Financial power is a power of
influence which controls debtors by subjecting
them to a certified judgment, which generates a
great deal of publicity within the financial com
munity [ . . . ] . From this perspective, we can go so

far as to say that it is a power of opinion. 17
Andre Orlean goes so fur as to say that "power moves
from production to evaluation, fi"Om labor to opinion."
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Given this, it seems relevant to examine the
supposedly public nature of financial evalnation.
Ratings agencies' assessment of UNEDIC with
which we began our essay shows us the limits of
the concept of public evaluation. There is nothing
democratic about it, since only the financial com
munity is involved. Assessment is done solely by
ratings agencies, which are paid by the businesses,
banks, or institutions they rate. This entails a huge
conflict of interest which no one seems the least
troubled by. Ratings agencies are not independent
assessment firms but are rather integral to the
"credit power" bloc. The public space of financial
evaluation is that of the new oligarchies whose
methods are thoroughly antidemocratic, for they
aim to replace and destroy what is left of "co-deter
mination" (the eqnal shared management-unions
and bosses-of welfare institutions) as it emerged
in the 20th century, starting with the New Deal.
Even after it degenerated into corporatism, co
determination represented a rough attempt at
institutional "social democracy." Since then, it has
ossified under the debilitating monopoly of owner
and worker unions. And while it has unhesitating
ly opened up to the judgment and assessments of
finance, it still refuses to consider those primarily
concerned (the unemployed, welfure users, citizens).
In order for social evaluation to be democratic,
other authorities, other democratic mechanisms
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must see the light of day-mechanisms other than
those involved in the corporatism of union-backed
co-determination supported by financial power.
The rise of financial evaluation represents in
practice an expropriation and deprivation of the
power to act. Indeed, the increase in management
techniques based on evaluation has narrowed the
space left to wage-earners, users, and rhe governed
in general to understand what is going on, to
choose, and to decide. This state of affairs is
particularly obvious in trades and professions still
today considered as paradigmatic of the autonomy,
independence, and freedom of self-employed work
("be your own boss"). To take one example: a
collective of animal farmers, drawn together in
opposition to the use of electronic chips on their
herds, has articulated thinldng which sheds light
on what we have called the end of the 1 980s and
90s rhetoric of the entrepreneur of the self and
human capital. The small fanner, who was sup
posed to represent the very model of independent,
autonomous, and free labO!; has here been subjected
to constraints that prevent him from working, if by
working we mean not only performing an activity,
but the possibility of understanding problems and
situations and maldng choices. The control exercised
by domestic and European administrations, which
require that one scrupulously follow regulations
while submitting to computer monitoring, has
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transformed the independent worker into a small
entrepreneur, into a recipient of State aid.
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) assistance
in reality represents "debts" disbursed on the con
dition that "debtors" strictly adhere, throughout
their operations, to what the "creditor" agencies
decide: when and where to graze the animals, the
number of animals per acre, etc. Everything must
be reported and backed up with proof (dates,
number of animals, vaccinations, diseases).
Whenever a problem arises, a decision comes
down from above and is uniformly applied to
everyone. Sheep farmers, for example, are no
longer permitted to evaluate risks and make
choices based on their skills and know-how. Their
actions are accounted for in advance and stan
dardized through computer modeling, which
makes them controllable. Behavior becomes auto
matic, includes no "value" for on-me-ground
understanding, no specific assessment, but rather
reproduces the assessments and evaluations codi
fied by the administration, which the farmer has
no choice but to follow.
The freedom and independence that work "in
nature" was supposed to provide have made
farmers dependent on institutions that regulate
the production and distribution of revenues, a
dependence characteristic of the indebted man.
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In the controversy over "chips," our dependence
is also an issue. In the West today we all receive
aid, from the small business owner to the welfare
user, from the farmer to the star manager, from
the State worker to the subsidized artist.
Whether one is actually drugged at work or not,
our way of life, based on the ever-increasing
importance of money, high-speed telecommuni
cations, unlimited energy, and the omnipresent
State, is itself a form of generalized assistance.IS

Let us simply add that businesses and especially large
corporations receive the most "aid" from the State.
The control of movement, behavior, and deci
sions is ensured by computer management tools
which, through an electronic chip implanted in
each animal (the same used fur public transportation
in Paris), enter animals and fanners into models
and programs containing options and scenarios
already planned out, decided o n by domestic and
European authorities. The microchip transforms
the animal into a " flow of meat" whose number,
location, health, etc., can be known in real time.
The industrial just-in-time process applied to
animal farming transforms the animals into "data
bases" and the farmers into no more than monitors
of rhe technico-economic process they manage for
the State. Farmers become ('human" components
of this sociotechnical and administrative process
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encompassing them, stripping them of any control
over what they do. It is impossible to "think:' to
decide, and to act outside of these accounting and
computer management apparatuses and their semi
otics (statistics, percentages, rates, and discourses) .
Farmers are deprived of the possibility of eval
uating risks and taking them; they are prohibited
from challenging themselves in unexpected situa
tions, working things out, and coming up with
solutions. They are restricted to following the
established protocols and procedures. What puts us
at risk (in the so-called "risk society"19) is not the
complexity of the technico-socio-economic infra
structure, but the fact that the process for evaluating
and deciding is detached from any land of democrat
ic challenge or validation and exercised instead by
minority (financial, economic, political, etc.)
groups, which, given their very position, are utterly
"unqualified." The stakes for subjectivity, once the
claim of autonomy and independence has gone,

come down to an injunction to take responsibility,

on an individual basis, fo r all the risks of the trade
and the economic situation by carefully executing
the authorities' directives.
The rhetoric of "human capital" and the entre
preneur of the self has faded all the more quicldy
since the 2007 financial crisis. This has intensified
the proletarianization of social groups that had
until then been made up of the self-employed as
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well as the proletarianization of new kinds of
workers from the service and knowledge economy
(following rhe capiralist rhetoric).
In neoliberalism, contrary to the promises of
freedom and independence, the economy is
administered and controlled by rhe State. Farmers'
relationship with the administration and institutions
of control is, as ir is for welfare users, informed by
suspicion, disrrust, and hypocrisy. Like the users of
social services and rhe beneficiaries of different
social rights, farmers are porential cheats.
Privatizations have introduced management
practices that concentrate and centralize evaluation
in the hands of large corporations (France Telecom,
Renaulr, etc.) and Stare administrations. The effects
of the expropriation are literally deadly to wage
earners and users. Unemployment agencies and
what is left of rhe Welfare State want to mal,e the
unemployed and users in general autonomollS while
at the same time stripping rhem of rhe possibility of
malcing judgments for themselves. In utter contra
diction to the meaning of the word "autonomy,"
they increase the constraints, multiply the control
mechanisms, monitoring, personal counseling; they
call in the unemployed and welfare recipients every
month, contact them through e-mail, send them
out to experience rheir uselessness first-hand in
training courses. To make them "freer," more active
and dynamic, they impose behavior, language,
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semiotics, and procedures. Etymologically, autonomy
means to make one's own law. At the unelnployment
and welfare agencies, employment, competition,
and the market are the law. Autonomy means
being able to find one's own bearings. At the
unemployment office, everything always points
to employment, the market, and competition.
In the institntions of the disciplinary society
(school, the army, the factmy, prison), the injunc
tion to relnain passive was dominant; now, the
injunction to remain "active" mobilizes subjec
tivities. But the activity is empty because it offers
no possibility to evaluate, choose, or decide.
Becoming "human capitar and being an entre
preneur of the self are the new standards of
employability. The height of this deprivation came
when European countries' austerity plans were put
in place. Citizens were excluded from evaluation,
choice, and decision-making, which was tal<en
over by the experts (financiers, bankers, politi
cians, the IMF) whose actions and theories are at
the root of the crisis.
Debt as Social Subjection and Machinic
Subjugation

A final remark tal<en from Marx will allow us to
examine in more detail the way in which
debt/money has a "hold" on subjectivity.
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As a matter of course, the creditor possesses,
besides moral guarantees, also the guarantee of
legal compulsion and still other more or less real
guarantees for his man.20

Morality, the promise, and one's word are mostly
insufficient to guarantee debt repayment. To have
a real "hold" on subjectivity, there must also be
legal and police "machines" (Marx) as well as
mnemotechnical "machines" in effect which work
on and manufacture the subject (Nietzsche).
Based on Deleuze and Guattari's work, it is possi
ble to articulate the joint action of "morality" and
speech on the one hand, with machines on the
other. Debt/money involves subjectivity in two
different but complementary ways. "Social subjec
tion" operates molar control on the subject
through the mobilization of his conscience,
memory, and representations, whereas "machinic
subj ugation" has a molecular, infrapcrso nal, and
pre-individual hold on subjectivity that does not
pass through reflexive consciousness and its repre
sentations, nor through the "self"
Debt/money functions by constituting a legal,
economic, and moral subject (creditor and debtor).
It represents a powerful vector for social subjec
tion, a mecbanism for the production of individual
and collective subjectivity. The Germans and the
Deutsche Mark, or Americans and the dollar, are
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a good example ofthe power of this subjection (and
the euro a good example of its weakness). Debt/
money solicits and produces individuals' trust by
appealing to their conscience, their memory, and
their representations. By creating an object of
identification, it powerfully contributes to their
constitution as individuals/citizens of the nation.
Bnt this hold on the individual would remain
"discursive," ideological, "moral," were there not a
form of subjectivity implicated at a molecular and
pre-individual level-macbink subjugation-that
did not involve consciousness, representation, or
the subject. The "intersubjective" relationship
founded on trust, for example, is part of the
macbink function of the credit card, progressively
fragmented "into sociotechnical operations and
artificially recomposed as paper transactions on
the monetary network" 21
The machinic functions without the "subject."
When you use an ATM, it asks you to respond to
the demands of the macbine, whicb requires you
to "enter your code," "choose your amount," or
"tal,e your bills." These operations "clearly do not
require acts of intellectual virtuosity-quite the
opposite, one is tempted to say. What you are
asked to do is to react appropriately, react quiclrly
and without making errors, otherwise you run the
risk of being momentarily excluded from the
system."22 There is no subject who acts here, but
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a "dividual" thatfunctions in an "enslaved�) way to
the sociotechnical apparatus of the banking net
work. The ATM activates the "dividual" not the
individual. Deleuze uses this concept to show that
in machinic subjugation, "Individuals become

'dividuals,'

and masses become samples, data,

markets, or

'banks. "'23

The credit card is an apparatus in which the
dividual functions like a cogwheel, a "human" ele
inent that conforms to the "non-human" elements
of the sociotechnical machine constituted by the
banking network. Social subjection mobilizes indi
viduals, whereas machinic subjugation activates
"dividuals" as "human" operators, agents, elements,
or pieces of the sociotechnical machine of the debt
economy. Thus, the individual "subject" writes and
signs ched<s, he commits and gives his word,
whereas the dividual's payment with a bank card

is no more than an inscription in the hypertext
of the electronic network. With the check we
control our writing, since we alone can produce
it, but with the bank card the only thing left is
the imposition or application of a mark Of trace
(signature, initials, secret code, or fingerprint),
The banking hypertext awaits our stimulus to
carry out its transactions

[,. ,J. These transactions

no longer have an author, but engage in self
processing, in creating figures of meaning which
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wil1 forever remain foreign to us. The stimulus
that we provide in order to activate the system
simultaneously marks our exclusion

as

objective,

rational, minimally reflexive agents.24

The individual makes "use" of money, the dividual
is adjacent to the credit-machine, he does not act,
does not use, he functions according to the pro
grams that use him as one of its component parts.
Debt!money asks neither trust nor consent from
the dividual. It asks only that he function correcdy
according to the received instructions. And the
same is true for all the machines that we encounter
every day. Following the prescribed orders deter
mines access to information, to money, to plane
and train tici<ets bought on me internet, parking
ramps, computers, bank accounts, etc.
This twofold "hold" on subjectivity, this dual
way of involving and exploiting it, is perhaps one
of the moS[ imponant of Deleuze and Guattari's
contributions to our understanding of capitalism.
By considering subjection alone, current critical
theories risk withdrawing into a kind of subjective
idealism, in which there are no more machines,
machinism, sociotechnical systems, procedures, or
dividuals. Once one leaves the factoty, Marx's
teachings on the "tuachinic" nature of capitalism
seem to be lost. In these meories, machines and
machinic subjugation disappear, whereas, in fact,
t
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they have invaded our daily lives: we speak, see,
think, and live with the assistance of all sorts of
machinisms. The Foucauldian concept of govern
mentality also comes up short when it comes to
machinic snb jngation and its functioning.
Government has a hold on behavior, that is, on
the conduct, the actions, of individuated "sub
jects," bnt not on the machinic functioning of
dividnals. Debt/money clearly represents a tech
nique for governing behavior, but it also and
above all functions as a subjugation "governing"
dividuals "cybernetically" throngh machinic
recurrence and feedback. With subjngation, "there
is a process oflearning rhe nearly automatic, proce
dural movements."25
We could make the same critique of the soci
ology and philosophy of the norm, of which
Foucanlt was one of the subtlest critics. Social
subjection functions according to norms, rules,
and law, but subjugation, inversely, involves only
protocols, techniques, procedures, instructions,
and asignifjring semiotics requiring reaction rather
than action. Subjectiou implies and demauds a
certain self-relatiou, it brings into play techuiques
of the selE Machinic subjugation, on the other
hand, dismantles the self, rhe subject, and the
individual. The norm, the rule, and rhe law have a
hold on the subject, but none on the dividuaI.
Much attention has been paid to subjection. In
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reality, it is but one form of the production and
control of subjectivity. A critique of neoliberalism
must on no account neglect subjugation, since
machinisms are incomparably more developed now
than during the industrial age.

ANTI PRODUCTION AND ANTIDEMOCRACY

In conclusion, we must now turn our attention to

the current situation. Can we still speak ofa financial
crisis, a nuclear crisis, a fuod crisis, a climate crisis?

Crisis still has a positive connotation. It can refer to
a situation capable of being overcome. It has long
provided capitalism with the occasion for a new
beginning, a New Deal, a new "pact" for new
growth. Today, at least, we have tbe distinct impres
sion tbat such is no longer the case, that we have
reached a turning point, for present circumstances
look less like a crisis than a catastrophe. If we
understand the reasons why a New Deal is impos

sible today�which will allow us to better grasp the
concept of "antiproduction)-we can then identifY

which solutions are possible and which are not for
confronting today's catastrophe.
In modern-day capitalism, "production" is
inseparable from "destruction," since, as Ulrich
Beck suggests, terror emerges from the productive
parts of society. The "considerable advances" of
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science simultaneously produce nuclear power
capable of destroying several earth-sized planets;
its "civil" uses pollute the ecosystem beyond
human time and force us to live in a permanent
state of exception. Industry multiplies the prodnc
tion of consumer goods while at the same time
multiplying water, air, and soil pollution and
degrading the climate. Agricultural production
poisons us at the same time it provides us with
food; cognitive capitalism destroys the "public"
education system at every level; cultural capitalism
produces historically unprecedented conformism;
the image society lalls imagination, and so on.
Deleuze and Guattari call this capitalist process
"antiproduction" and consider it the sign of a
break with capitalism as Smith, Marx, or Weber
defined it. Indeed, Marx, in line with classical
economists, distinguished the productive (labor
employed by a capitalist) from the unproductive
(domestic lahorers, according to Adam Smith's
example, who, although more numerous than fac
tory workers, consumed but did not produce new
wealth). This is still the point of view from which
one offers critiques of "finance" for being unpro
ductive, unlike "industry," which is considered the
source of national wealth. Deleuze and Guattari
argue that the productive/unproductive dichotomy
no longer holds. Antiproduction establishes a neW
division in capitalist economic reality that goes
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beyond the productive/non-productive distinction
because it develops within what Malx and classical
political economy defined as "productive."
Antiproduction (Smith's domestic laborers, the
army, the police, the "unproductive" spending of
the rentler classes, etc.) does not run contrary to
production, it neither restricts it nor precludes It.
"This effusion from the apparatus of antiproduc
don is characteristic of the entire capitalist system;
the capitalist effusion is that of antiproduction
within production at all levels of the process."26
The 1 9th century, Marx and the Marxists included,
still had a "progressive" notion of capitalism. The
future of humanity owed much to the develop
ment of "production" and the "producer." There
was a "revolutionary" side to capitalism with
regard to rent that only needed to be developed,
pushed to the extreme, in order to create the C011ditions for another political and social system.
The first half of the 20th century belied such a
scenario, and following the Second World War it
was obvious that a new era had begun.
Once one recognizes the presence of antlpro
duction within production, capitalism loses its
progressive character. We can find additional
confirmation of what we have argued above by
considering certain of Foucault's remarks: the
impossibility of reform and a new New Deal is
part of antiproduction.
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The permanent crisis we have been living
through since the 1970s is one of the manifesta
tions of antiproduction. With the bust of the
new economy bubble, the antiproductive side
came to surpass the "productive" side of capitalism.
The "progressive" illusion which Silicou Valley,
the dot-com econOlny, the new economy, etc.,
had implanted in people's minds, has given way
to what Ulrich Beck calls the power of capitalism
to "self-destruct," of which the 2007 financial
collapse was but one example.27 Antiproduction
apparatuses are not only inextricable from but
are above all indispensable to capitalism. Anti
production "introduce[s] a lack where there is
always too much,"28 that is to say that growth
(this "too much" ) is a never-fulfilled and impos
sible promise of happiness, since antiproduction
produces a lack in whatever level of wealth a
nation achieves.
Capitalism is not only a system that continu
onsly expands its limits, it is also an apparatus that
infinitely reproduces, independently of the level
of wealth achieved, conditions of exploitation and
domination, that is, condltions of "lack." The "weak"
growth of the last thirty years has doubled the GDP
of Western countries, while deepening social,
economic, and political inequality. Modern-day
antiproductioll (the antiproduction of the lmowl
edge society, cultural capitalism, cognitive capitalism)
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has not only worsened the economic conditions of
the vast majority of the population, it is also a sub
jective catastrophe. As Anti-Oedipus humorously
puts it, antiproduction
doubles tbe capital and the flow of knowledge
with a capital and an equivalent flow of stupidity
that (. . , ] ensures the integration of groups and
individuals into the system. Not only lack amid
overabundance, but stupidity in the midst of

knowledge and science [ . . . ].29

One need only add the art, cnlture, and commn
nication colonized by the culture industry as sites
and vectors of "stupidity." Cognitive and cnltural
capitalism does not endow subjectivity with
"knowledge" but with stupidity, even when
qualified or overqualified (BA, MBA, PhD).
Here Andl'e Gorz's double portrait of the <lsci_
entHk and technical worker" takes on its fnU
meaning. Although he has mastered a flow of
knowledge, information, and training, he 1s so
ahsorbed in capital that the reflux of organized,
axiomatized stupidity coincides with him, so
that, when he goes home in the evening, he redis
covers his little desiring-madlines by tinkering
with a television set-O despair. Of course the
scientist as such has no revolutionary potentialj
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he is the first integrated agent of integration, a

refuge for bad conscience, and theforced destroy
er of his own creativity. 30

Fifteen years later, the sociology of the "risk society"
would come up with a watered-down theory of
antiproduction in which it completely loses its
political connotations and political force. Ulrich
Beck, the pope of the risk society, does this in two
ways. First, he recognizes the "power of self
destrnction of capitalism trinmphant." The "social
prodnction of wealth" is now inseparable from "the
social production of risks." The old politics for
redistributing the "goods" of the industrial society
(income, labor, social welfare) has combined with a
politics for distributing "ills" (ecological risks and
dangers). "Those who put the nation at risk today
are those responsible for law, order, rationality, and
democracy itself"" Furthermore, not only does he
clear those "responsible" of all responsibility, he
makes anti production humanity's only hope for
salvation. In the case of nuclear power, for example,
the practices and forms of mobilization of the anti
nuclear movement, that is, the forms of collective
thought and action, could never create, according to
him, the conditions necessary for forcing a reversal
on energy policies. "In the last analysis, if there is a
challenge to nuclear energy, it should be sought less
among the protesters blocking the transportation of
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fuel. The mainspring of opposition to nuclear
energy lies in the nuclear industry itselC'32 since
the industry and institutions are supposed to have
acquired a capacity to identifjr the problems and
reflect on them which allows them to adjust,
correct, adapt, and improve their activities under
the influence of a citizenty itself enlightened by
such self-awareness. The mountain of the "second
modernity" has engendered a molehill of power
that has morphed into a counter-power, into self
awareness and a capacity of companies like Tepco,
which managed the Fukushima nuclear plant, to
reflect on their strategy, discuss it, and modifjr it. By
the same logic, the "mainspring of opposition" to
debt politics is none other than the power bloc that
led to the financial catastrophe in the first place.
We are going to be waiting a long a time for this
supposed self-awareness of the second modernity.
Indeed, now that losses have been nationalized,
the "awareness" that banl{s, investors, and insurance
companies have adopted is the following: "Every
thing must go on just as it did before!"
Contraty to the consensual theory of the "risk
society," which is part of modern-day capitalist
rhetoric, the only way to stop and turn back, not
the "risks" of financiallzation, but the destructive
power of debt (the antiproduction of contemporaty
capitalism now manifest in the politics ofindebted
ness), lies in the capacity ofdebtors to think and act
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collectively. Exactly as in industrial SOCietIes,
"awareness" must be imposed on the institutions
and structnres of government throngh a struggle
that divides society, that breaks the consensns. The
exact same thing can be said abollt nuclear policies.
Change depends solely on the strength of the anti
nuclear movement, and certainly not on the self
awareness of the nuclear industry and the authorities.
Only just recently in Italy and Germany, the aban
donment of nuclear power was imposed on industry
and government. The only self-awareness the
nuclear industry and the financial power bloc are
capable of is the following: how do we keep going
until catastrophe hits? "Everything must go on just
as it did before": that is Benjamin's very definition
of catastrophe.
Debt functions in such a way as to sweep aside
the politics of "panels" of citizens, experts and
counter-experts, politicians, businesspeople, etc. It
completely eliminates the consensual democracy of
a ((second democracy' a la Beck, since the current
process is utterly different.
The debt economy is characterized not only by
antiproduction bllt also by what we might call anti
democracy. If we use the categories of political
regimes established by the "Greeks," we can easily
see that credit is not the site of "public evaluation"
in which the power of the people (democracy) is
exercised. Quite the opposite, for forty years of
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neoliberal policies have undermined already weak
representative institutions and the crisis has
srrengthened all the political systems the Greeks
considered opposed to democracy. Choices and
decisions concerning whole peoples have been made
by an oligarchy, a plutocracy, aod an aristocracy (the
power of the "best," quite well-represented by
ratings agencies, which are the best experts due
solely to their sensitivity to the interests of creditors).
Taken together, the three antidemocratic regimes
produce corruption rather than growth. In certain
European countries (Italy, Greece, Spain, the UK),
such is more obviously the case than elsewhere, and
yet it concerns us all. Corruption, hypocrisy, and
distrust are not the phenomena of a mal governo,
but, as Marx reminds us, a structural condition of
the politics of debt and credit. With the threat of
national defaults, therefore, the oldest counter
revolutionary project, the TWateral Commission
(1 973) is being fulfilled: to govern the economy
through drastic limits to democracy and a no less
drastic drop in the expectations of the governed.
In early July 201 1 , the Italian government
presented an austerity plan with the goal of 87.7
billion euros in savings by 2014. In addition to
being as unfair as those adopted by other Emopean
governments, the plan contained some ambiguity
as to the content and timeline of its implementa
tion. It took only two days of speculation on Italian
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sovereign debt to speed up the process. A day after
a massive seIloff of State securities by investors,
the majority and the opposition, under "market"
pressure, rushed to agree on the plan. National
governments and parliaments are mere executors of
the decisions and timelines decided outside what
one still calls national "sovereignty.»
The difficulty for liberalism is not, as Foucault
believed, that of "governing as little as possible,"
but rather, pushed by the contradictions it engen
ders and exacerbates, that of ruling and conttolling
as much as possible with "as little democracy as
possible." In liberalism, there is no competition;
there is instead an unprecedented monopoly on
and centralization of power and money. In forty
years, neoliberalism has become an economy that,
given what has happened with sovereign debt, can
only be defined as an "extortion economy." In the
.
same veIn, the management 0f "human resources"
in businesses and sucial services has been carried
out under threats of unemployment and relocation.
The same political extortion constantly looms over
political conflicts regarding retirement and social
services. It is thus completely logical that a criminal
economy has developed in parallel with liberalism
and become at once a structural phenomenon and
linchpin. Extortion is the mode of "democratic"
government to which neoliberalism leads.
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Conclusion

An essential question thus arises: Under what condi

tions can we revive a class struggle that capitalism
has completely shifted to the very "abstract" and
"deterritorialized" ground of debt?
Marx said tbat crises managed to impress on the
haclmeyed tbinking of capitalists certain tbings tbey
otherwise would never have accepted. Here, tbe
"tbinking" to impress is tbat of leaders and intellec
tuals on the political and labor-union left, since debt
really ought to immediately dispel their illusious. As
a battleground, debt cuts across every domain: States
and national space, tbe economic, tbe political, and
tbe social, figures of exploitation and domination.
We must rise to this level ofabstraction and deterri
torialization ifwe want to avoid being swept away or
crushed by the Great Creditor.
The political space in which to begin the fight
cannot, under any circumstances, be that of the
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nation State. Debt ignores boundaries and
nationalities; at the level of the world-economy, it
knows only creditors and debtors. For the same
reasons, it forces us to shift our perspective from
labor and employment in order to conceive a
politics at the level of Capital as "Universal
Creditor." Debt surpasses the divisions berween
employment and unemployment, working and
non-working, productive and assisted, precarious
and non-precarious, divisions on which the left
has based its categories of thought and action.
The figure of "indebted man" cuts across the
whole of society and calls for new solidarities and
new cooperation. We must also take into account
how it pervades "nature and culture," since
neoliberalism has run np our debt to the planet as
well as to ourselves as living beings.
One of the essential conditions for advancing
the class struggle is the reinvention of "democracy"
as it traverses and rcconfigures what even very
sophisticated political theories continue to con
ceive of separately-the political, the social, and
the economic-since debt has already united them
within a single apparatus. The debt economy
appears to fully realize the mode of government
suggested by Foucault. To be effective, it mnst
control the social sphere and the population
the latter transformed into an indebted popula
tion. Such is the essential condition for governing
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the heterogeneity of politics and the economy, bnt
within an authoritarian-and no longer "liberal"
-regime. Because politics cannot be reduced to
power, because politics is not simply rhe positive
side of a negative politics of debt, because politics
cannot be isolated from the economy (of debt),
political action within capitalism has never
emerged except from within and against the poli
tics of Capital. How is one to invent the reasons
for a "wrong)) and the conditions for "dispute"
wirhout starting from rhe relations of current
exploitation and domination? The negative rhat
debt institutes informs the historical conditions

from which struggle turns away to invent new
forms of subjectivation and new possibilities of
life. Still, rhese conditions are indeed, at eacb
instance, historical, unique, and specific. And
today rhey come together in debt.
The most nrgent task consists in imagining and
experimenting with forms of struggle whidl are as
effective at bringing rhings to a halt as stdkes wel'e
in industrial society. The level of deterritodalization
of capitalist control demands it. The stale thinking
of capitalists and politicians only register the
language of cdsis and combat.
If we have here laid ont a theoretical and
political framework centered on rhe debt economy,
it has not been so much to provide a new general
and global theory of neoliberalism as to offer a
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transversal point of view from which struggles
might begin.
The fight against the debt economy and above
all against its "morality" of gnilt, which, in the end,
is a morality of fear, also requires a specific kind of
subjective conversion. Nietzsche again offers us
some idea: "atheism might release humanity from
this whole feeling of being indebted towards its
beginnings, its causa prima. Atheism and a sort of
second innocence belong together.'"
The resumption of the class struggle in the right
place, that is, where it is the most effective, must
recapture this "second innocence" with respect to
debt. A second innocence no longer toward divine
debt, but toward mundane debt, the debt that
weighs in our wallets and forms and formats our
subjectivities. This not only means annulling debts
or calling for default, even if that too would be
quite useful, but leaving behind debt morality and
the discourse in which it holds us hostage.
We have lost a lot of time, and lost a lot, period,
by trying to clear our debts. In doing so, we are
already guiltyl We must recapture this second
innocence, rid ourselves of guilt, of everything
owed, of all bad conscience, and not repay a cent.
We must fight for the cancellation of debt, for
debt, one will recall, is not an economic problem
but an appararus of power designed not only to
impoverish us, but to bring about catastrophe.
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The financial catastrophe is far from over, since
no regulation of finance is possible. Its regulation
would mark the end of neoliberalism. Moreover,
the oligarchies, plutocracies, and "aristocracies" in
power have no alternative political program. What
the IMF, Europe, and the European Central Bank
demand, themselves blaclanailed by the "markets,"
are still, as always, neoliberal remedies that only
mal<e the situation worse. With the second Greek
austerity plan-and even if the ratings agencies'
bets on a partial Greek default pay off-the conse
quences for the European people will remain the
same. They will be bled to death regardless. The
threat of debt looms over all Europeans like
inevitable fate. There is only one possibility: reim
burse the Great Creditor! The sole institutions that
have made out well in the latest financial collapse
are the banks, which continue to malre profits and
hand out bonuses thanks to the nationalization of
their losses. Bnt the problem has only been shifted
elsewhere. Unless we come up with a debt-no
longer sovereign, but cosmic-in such a way as to
create and exploit an extraterrestrial financial
bubble, it is impossible to see how we can mal<e it
out of this catastrophe while continuing to apply
and impose the very principles that caused it.
Capitalism always functions in this way: a feverish
and hypermodern deterritorialization, which
expands its frontiers forever further, along with a
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racist, nationalist, machinist, patriarchal, and
authoritarian reterritorialization that makes life
wretched-"living and dying like pigs;' as Gilles
Ch:l.telet puts it, with the due respect we owe
pigs-a way of life that the Italy of Berlusconi put
on display with peerless vulgarity.
In an interview on Greek television in 1992,
Felix Guattari, sardonic and provocative, disclosed
the hidden objectives of finance that today weigh
bitterly on "small" Enropean States:
Greece is the bad sheep ofEurope. That's its virtue.
Good thing there are black sheep like Greece to
mix things up, to refuse a certain Germano-French
standardization. etc. So, continue being black sheep
and we'll get along just fine . . .

- Naples, July 15, 2011
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